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Abstract 
Online survey system (OSS) is an electronic survey system and productivity tool. 
The system enables the user to conduct a survey at case which was previously paper-
based, and which can be tedious and time-consuming. It can be used or administered 
from anywhere an Internet browser is available. 
The users can create and design their own interactive online survey. OSS provides a 
fast distribution of survey form to a large geographical area through email. The 
respondents just need to click on the URL attach with the invitation email to direct 
them to the survey. After that OS will generates analysb report ba ... cd 0 11 the 
responses collected. Usa will be able to get the results such as tht! average.!, 
percentage, etc. by a mouse click. 
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Abstrak 
Online Survey System membolehkan penyelidik menjalankan survei dengan mudah. 
Seperti mana yang kita tahu, scseorang yang ingin menjalankan survei terpaksa 
menggunakan masa yang agak lama semasa menyediakan soalan soal selidik dan 
menyerahkan soalan tersebut kepada orang lain. Ini bukan sahaja memakan masa 
tetapi juga membazir kertas dan wang. 
Dcngan adanya Online Survey System (OSS), penyelidik dapat mencipta dan mereka 
soal sclidik atau survci mcreka secara online. OSS membolehkan soal selidik 
terscbut discrahkan kcpada pescrta dari merata tempat dengan syarat pescrta soal 
sclidik mesti mempunyai email scndiri . Peserta yang ingin menjawab soal selidik 
hanya pcrlu click satu kali pada hypcrlink untuk mcnjawab survci tcrsebut. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1. Project Overview 
Online survey system (OSS) is web based survey system which enables the user to 
conduct a survey at case by computerizing. The system automates the entire creation 
of interactive online survey. After creating the survey, the user can distribute it easily 
to respondents through email. The respondents just need to click on the hyperlink 
and it can direct them to the survey. After collect the data, the system can produce 
more impressive tables, charts and text reports instantly from the web browser. 
The manual practice of surveying encountered with some problems. There are some 
major weaknesses faced by researches using traditional survey method such as face 
to face survey, questionnaire and etc. The traditional surveying is time consuming, 
high cost and only restrict to certa in area. With the on line ~urvcy ~y~tem , t he~e 
problems can be solved easily. 
The benefit~ of Online S\llvey Sy:-.tc111 (OSS) arc: 
• It saves time 
They researches who use t1aditin11al s11r vcy methocb like papct ha~cd s111 vcys 
nom1ally :-.pent a lot of time in prepar e the ~urvcy form, distributing and collect the 
feedback from respondents. Out it is less effective as it just limit to a small amount of 
people. h is worst when it comes to face to face interview with the respondent. The 
surveys may take from several weeks to several months to conduct. The analysis part 
is the most time consuming part. The researches have to check the survey fo rm 
manually and analysis the data one by one. Sometimes it will cause some errors in 
the process of analy7 ing the chlla. 
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With the OSS, the time spend on conduct the survey can be reduced. The researches 
just need to distribute the survey form to the respondents through email. Besides that, 
user wi ll be able to get the results such as the average, percentage, etc by a mouse 
click. ll saves a lot of time. So that they can straight away concentrate on the analysis 
part of the surveys. 
• Reduces paper work 
Through OSS, a respondent can fill up the survey form online and all the data is 
automatically saved into the database. In fact, report generator is used to generate 
the report for the analys is of the data. Only the registered users can log in to the 
system and obtain the most updated information. They can print the report from the 
system. Thus, a lot of paperwork is reduced. 
• Reduces the expenses 
Since most of the procc~s arc conducted a11to111atically. So it wi ll rc<l11cc the 
manpower involve in the s111vcy. No1111ally the expense fo1 conducting the t1 .1ditional 
is very high. It includes the cost ot pt int the q11cst1011nai1c. For the ~\ 11 vcy which 
required a large amount of respondents, the c01npa11ic.., have to his c a ~rnup nl people 
in helping them to distribu te the Sl11vc ' fo1 111 in l)tdcr to producing the survey report. 
• F!lst di tribution of survey form to a large geographical a rea 
Normally the traditional survey is only focus on certa in area due to the constraint of 
time, cost and energy spent. But with the OSS, the survey form can be distributed to 
a large geographical area even across countries. This is because with the convenience 
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of internet, the survey forms can be distributed in a very short time to people around 
the world with email. 
1.2. Project Objectives 
The main purpose to develop this online survey system is to solve the trad itional 
survey problems. The objectives for this project are: 
1.3. 
• Allow the user to create, design and build the survey feedback form 
according to their needs. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Reduce the usage of papers, thus reduce the company 's expenses . 
Reduce the time to conduct the survey . 
Allow the user to set, edit or delete the questions dynamically online 
Make use of the idle, unused processing power of the user'~ computer. 
Provide a nice and interactive user- fr iendly graphic interface to make the 
survey more attractive. 
Provide a fast distribution of survey form to a large geographical ar ea 
through email. 
User will he able to ge t the r c!-u l t~ ~uch a~ the ave rage, percentage, etc. h ' a 
mouse click 
Provide instant bar g1aph and tnhlc vit:w~ l) f data . 
Save surveys and questions to question library for reuse . 
The results and graphs can be printed by user. 
Proj ect Features 
1 he fo llowing will display details of the features that wi ll emphasize: 
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• Implementation of an interactive web site to attract audiences to answer the 
survey. 
• Implementation of a dynamic user interface that is user friendly to help the 
user conduct a survey in an easy way. 
• Development of mailing system for the user to invite the target audiences to 
vote for their survey. 
• Provide an attractive analysis report for the user such as the average, 
percentage and etc to help the user analyze the survey from different 
perspectives. Generate accurate, consistent and well -designed survey 
analysis report. 
l.4. Project Scope 
Generally, the scope of Online Survey System includes: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
All the information is available in English only 
The respondent of the survey is limited to those who have email accounts 
The system allows the user to sci, edit or delete the quest ions dy11a111irally 
on line. 
ystem should be able to draw simple graphs . 
IA.I. Tnrgctcd Audience 
To any www visitor who are interested with the survey topics . 
• To any company or organizations who want to do marketing research or 
public opi nions polling. 
• To any company or organizations who want to conduct a cuc;tomer 
~al 1 'i faction survey on their products or services provided . 
·I 
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• To help lecturers and researchers to do a survey regarding their academic 
studies or research. 
1.5. Expected Outcome 
• The system is user friendly. The user can choose to design the survey with the 
help of instructions in the system. They can operate the system easily without 
any training. 
• The user can edit or reuse the questions from the previous survey. 
• The system can generate accurate, consistent and well - designed survey 
analysis report. 
• Acceptable response time and the audiences can download the survey form in 
an adequate time. 
• The system will va lidate and verify the data input. If there is any en or, the 
system will send the error message to u~cr. 
1.6. Project Schedule 
The Gantt chart in the fo llowing page contain~ the tk lailcd br eakdown~ of every 
activity that w:is conducted d111 ing the dc~ign and impk mcntation of c-Stationcry 
Reporting system. 
Information gatherin g, and survey is the first activity of this project. Through this 
nctivity, many reviews have been done, and the objectives and scope of the project 
were de termined. Shortly after this stage, the requirement analysis was defined. 
Requirements analysis was done very carefull y. This is because requirement is a 
fea ture of the system or a description of things this system is capable of doing in 
order to fulfill thc system's purpose. 
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System designing took a long period during the whole project. System designing is 
very important because it is a process that presents data flow, shows the relationship 
between the entities of system. Funct ionality, database, input I output and interface 
design are involved in these process. System design took almost 6 weeks for its 
completion. 
The second part of the project consists of coding, system development , system 
testing, system review and implementation of system. Coding took the longest 
period as it lasted from October till the end of December. System testing, review and 
implementation will do in three weeks time. System documentation is done 
throughout the whole period. 
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Table J.6: Project schedule 
N Tusk Name Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 
o. 
l Informa tion Gathering a nd Survey 
I 
I 
-a Briefing with lecturer 
0 Project proPosal 
• Identi fy project objectives and scopes . I 0 
0 Literature review , I 0 Searching information from various sources 
2 System Analysis I I 
I o Determine system development methodo lo~ 0 Determine functional and non-functiona l 
requirement I 
0 Dataflow ana lys is I Determine development tools Q 
3 System Design I I 0 Functionality design l 0 Database des ign I 0 Input I Output design 0 Interface des il!Tl 
4 Documentation 1 
I I I 0 Documentation. I 
5 Coding and Development I I 0 Develop system. 
--
6 Testing, Review and Implementation I I I I I 0 Testing and mainta ini~g the des igned system. 1 I a Implementation of the system. I 
' -.. 
r 7 Documentation 2 ( Report ) I , l I I I I 0 Documentation. 
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Summary 
This chapter gives an introduction to the Online Survey System. The project main 
objectives are to computerize the survey system and allow the user to create, design 
and build the survey feedback form according to their needs. Four main scopes in 
this project are to develop a security system, develop an application to let user create 
and design an interactive survey, develop a platform to let user distribute the survey 
to respondents through email and develop a report generator for analyzing the data 
collected Through this system the user will gain some benefits such as reduce time 
spent in conduct ing a survey, reduce paperwork, reduce expenses and survey form 
can be distributed to a large geographical area even across countries .. This system is 
very fl exible and easy to use. No training is required before use the system. This 
system is suitable for any user. The last part of this chapter is the project schedule. 
Project schedule is done to have a very clear guidelines that whc 11 th is project need to 
be complete. Figure of project schedule is shown as table 1.6. 
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Chapter 2: Li teratu re Review 
2.1 I ntroduct ion to Su rvey 
Surveys are employed to understand the preferences of a broad base of surveys about 
any existing or potential systems. Survey can use large samples to generate to an 
entire population. Surveys are inexpensive and generally acceptable for usability 
tests and expect reviews. Survey also offer advantage that large numbers of people 
can be reached .So there is the possibility of obtaining statistically significant results. 
The large respondents give a sense of authority compared to the potential biased and 
highly variable results from small number of usabil ity testing participants or expect 
reviewers. Surveys arc also useful in collecting user's subjective opinions about the 
evaluated systems. 
With the advanced technologies. online surveys arc made possible. Online surveys 
avoid the cost and effect of p1 inting, distiihuting and collcctinp. paper fo11ns. Many 
people prefer 10 answer a brief s111vcy displayed on :-.c1cc 11, instead nl lili11i1 and 
returning a printed fo nn. 
An important aspect nf :-.u1 vcys is that the language mu~t clear and understood in the 
same wny by all the renders. The focus of the surveys is therefore the preparation of 
unambiguou survey questions. There are two types of possible question structure: 
closed questions and open questions. For the case of closed questions, the respondent 
is asked to select an answer from a choice of alternative replies. For the open 
questions, the respondent is free to provide his own answer. Closed questions usually 
have \Onlc form of the rating scales <1ssociatcd with them. The "iimplc't 1 ,1t111~ c..calc' 
I) 
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are just checklists comprising basic alterative responses to a very specific question. It 
could be a 3 point scale of 'yes', ' no' and 'don' t know', a multi-point rating scale, a 
semantic differential scale or a ranked order scale. The responses from surveys are 
converted into numerical values and statistical analysis is perfonned. 
2.2 Survey Method 
There arc many different methods in data collection. Each method has advantages 
and disadvantages. 
2.2.1 Personal Inter views 
An interview is called personal when the Interviewer asks the questions face-to-face 
with the Interviewee. Personal interviews can take place in the home, at a shopping 
mall , on the theater or poll ing place, and so on. 
Advantages 
• The abil ity to kt the Interv iewee sci!, kcl and/or taste a p1oduct. 
The ability to find the targe t pnpulatmn. For cxa111pk, we c.111 find penpk 
who have seen a fi lm much 11101e t•asily outside a theater in whirh it 1~ 
playing than hy call ing phone numbers at tandnm . 
Lonp,cr interviews arc sometimes tolerated. Particularly with in-home 
interviews that have been arranged in advance. People may be will ing to talk 
longer face-to-face than to someone on the phone. 
111 
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Disadvantages 
Personal interviews usually cost more per interview than other methods. This 
is particularly true of in-home interviews, where travel time is a major factor. 
• Each mall has its own characteristics. It draws its clientele from a specific 
geographic area surrounding it , and its shop profile also influences the type of 
cl ient. These characteristics may differ from the target population and create 
a non-representative sample. 
2.2.2 Telephone Surveys 
Surveying by telephone is the most popular interviewing method in the many 
companies. This is made possible by nearl y universal coverage because nowadays 
many of homes have a telephone. 
Advantages 
• We can dial random 1clcphom: numbers when we do not have the actual 
telephone m1mbc1s of potcnti:1l 1cspondcnl'- . 
• Skilled intcrvicwc1 s can often elicit lnngc1 nr more complete :rnswc1s than 
people wi ll gi e on their own to mail , email su1vcys (though some people 
will gi c longer answers to Web page surveys). Interviewers can also ask for 
clarification of unclear responses .. 
Disndvant:igcs 
• Many telemarketers have given legitimate research a bad name by claiming to 
be doing research when they start a sales cal l. Consequentl y, many people arc 
I I 
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reluctant to answer phone interviews and use their answering machines to 
screen calls. 
Cannot show or sample products by phone. 
2.2.3 Mail Surveys 
Advantages 
• Mail surveys are among the least expensive. 
This is the only kind of survey we can do if we have the names and addresses 
of the target population, but not their telephone numbers. 
The questionnaire can include pictures - something that is not possible over 
the phone. 
Mail surveys allow the respondent to :111swcr at thei1 leisure, rather than at the 
often inconvenient moment they arc contacted for a phone or pe1sonal 
interview. For this reason, they arc not considered as intrusive as other ki11ds 
of interviews. 
Disadvantages 
• Time! ~tail surveys take longer than other kind .. The respondents will need 
to wait several weeks after mailing out questionnaires before we can be sure 
that we have gotten most of the responses. 
ln populations of lower educational and literacy levels, response rates to mail 
surveys are often too small to be useful. 
I I 
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2.2.4 Email Surveys 
Email surveys are both very economical and very fast. More people have email than 
have fu ll lntcrncl access. This makes email a better choice than a Web page survey 
for some populations. On the other hand, email surveys are limited to simple 
questionnaires, whereas Web page surveys can include complex logic. 
Advantages 
• Speed. An email questionnaire can gather several thousand responses within 
a day or two. 
• There is practica lly no cost involved once the set up has been completed. 
• Can attach pictures and sound fi les. 
• The novelty clement of an email survey often stimulates higher r~sponse 
levels than ord inary "snail" mail surveys. 
Disndvnnlngcs 
Must possess (01 purchase) a list of cn\ail ;uldrcsst·s. 
• Some people will respond several times or pas ... question11ai1cs along lo 
friends to answer. Many people dislike 11nsoli t ited emai l even mote than 
unsoli ·itcd regular mail. We may want lo send email questionnaires only to 
people who expect to get email from us. 
Cannot use email surveys to generalize findings to the whole populations. 
People who have email are different from those who do not, even when 
matched on demographic characteristics, such as age and gender. 
I \ 
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Email surveys cannot automatically skip questions or randomize question or 
answer choice order or use other automatic techniques that can enhance 
surveys the way Web page surveys can. 
2.2.S Internet/Intranet (Web Page) Surveys 
Web surveys are rapidly gaining popularity. They have major speed, cost, and 
flexibility advantages, but also significant sampling limitations. These limitations 
make software selection especially important and restrict the groups we can study 
using this technique. 
Advantages 
• Web page surveys arc extremely fast. /\ questionnaire posted on a popular 
Web site can gather several thousand responses within a few hours. Many 
people who wi ll respond to :111 email invitation to take a Web ~urvey will do 
so the first day, and most will do so within a few days. 
There is practically no co~t involved once the !-Cl up has been 
completed. ~1rgc sampks do not cost 11101 c than ~maile r ones (except fo1 any 
cost to acquire the sample). 
• Can show pictures. Some Web survey software can also show video and play 
sound. 
• Web page questionnaires can use complex question skipping logic, 
randomizations and other features not possible with paper questionnaires or 
most email surveys. These features can assure better data. 
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• Web page questionnaires can use colors, fonts and other fonnauing options 
nol possible in most email surveys. 
• A significant number of people will give more honest answers lo questions 
about sensitive topics, such as drug use or sex, when giving their answers to a 
computer, instead of lo a person or on paper. 
On average, people give longer answers lo open-ended questions on Web 
page quest ionnaires than they do on other kinds of self-administered surveys. 
Disadvantages 
Current use of the Internet is fa r from universal. Internet surveys do not 
reflect the population as a whole. This is true even if a sample of Internet 
users is selected to match the general popula1ion in 1e1ms of age, gender and 
other demographics. 
• People c;in easily quit in the middle of a questionnaire. They arc not as likely 
to complete a long questionnaire 011 the Web as 1hcy would he if talking with 
a good interviewer. 
Have no control over who replies if st11 vey pops up 011 a web page. 
• Depending on the software we used, thcrc is often no control over people 
responding multiple times to bias the results. 
The Internet for surveys can be used when the target population consists entirely or 
almost entirely of Internet users. Business-to-business research and employee 
attitude surveys can often meet this requirement. Surveys of the general population 
usua lly wi ll not. Another reason to use a Web page survey is when the user want to 
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show video or both sound and graphics. A Web page survey may be the only 
practical way to have many people view and react to a video. 
In any case, be sure the survey software prevents people from completing more than 
one questionnaire. The user may also want to restrict access by requiring a password 
(good software allows this option) or by putting the survey on a page that can only be 
accessed directly (i.e., there arc no links to it from other pages) 
2.2.6 Summary of Survey Methods 
The choice of survey method will depend on several factors. These include: 
Table 2.2.6: T he factor that influence the choice of ~ .irvey method 
Speed Email and Web page surveys arc the fastest methods, followed by 
telephone interviewi11g. Mail surveys arc the slowest. 
Cost Personal interviews nrc the most expc11sivc followed by telephone 
and then mai l. Emai l and Web page surveys arc the least expensive 
for large samples. 
Internet \:Vcb page and Email su1veys offer significnnt advantages, but may 
Usage not be able to generalize their results to the population as a whole. 
Literacy Illiterate and less-educated people rarely respond to mail surveys. 
Levels 
Sensitive People are more likely to answer sensitive questions when 
Questions interv iewed directly by a computer in one form or another. 
.... 
Video, A need to get reactions to video, music or a picture limits the 
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options. We can play a video on a Web page, in a computer-direct 
interview, or in person. We can play music when using these 
methods or over a telephone. We can show pictures in those first 
methods and in a mail survey. 
2.3 Types of Survey Questions 
The choice of question fo rmat should be based on knowledge of both respondent 
characteristics and goals of the study. Three formats are options: 
2.3.1 Free-Response or Open-Ended Questions 
Respondents answer questions in their own words. Sometimes, in written 
questionnaires, these arc fonnattcd as fill -in-the-blank questions. More often 
respondents write or speak an answer to a question or a response to a statement. 
Advantages of this type of question arc ( I) they arc 1clativcly easy to write, (2) they 
give the respondent freedom to answer in a va riety of ways, am! (3) they may ·lid t 
infonnation 01 viewpoints not anticipatctl ahead of time hy the rc!'lc:11 chc1. 
Major drawbacks arc the difficulty these qu~stions 1m·sent in hoth recording and 
scoring. 
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lease give your personal details: 
l:d''E-mail address: 
S:b"f i rst Name 
s:b"Last Name 
Figure 2.3. l (a) Open ended questions with single line (short answer) 
Figure 2.3. 1 (b} Open ended questions with multiple lines (long :rnswcr) 
2.3.2 Fixed-Response 0 1· ~ loscd -Rcsponsc Q ues tions 
With this fonnat, respondents arc requited to . elect among a set of alternative 
answers. The alternatives may take the form of specially written answers to the 
question or they may be "True" and "False". The respondent can choose one or more 
answer from the choices. 
Advantages of this format are: 
• Rc~pondc nts ca n usually answer these questions mmc easily 
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• The answers are easier to score. 
Disadvantages are 
• They are more difficult for the researcher lo prepare 
• In drafting the alternative answers, the researcher may miss those possibilities 
which represent the respondent 's viewpoint most accurately. 
0 1ease t ell us which age range you are in: 
r r r r r r r 14-17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+ 
Figure 2.3.2(a) closed ended question with single choice 
What are the reasons why you buy your electronics (TV's, DVD' s, e t c?) 
there? (Check all that apply) 
r Price r S election r Location r Quality r Service 
Figure 2.3.2(b) closed ended question wi th multiple choices 
2.3.3 Uating Scales 
In this fonnat, respondents arc asked to describe their attitudes, feelings or 
experience using a numerical scale provided by the researcher. They are asked to 
select a number which best expresses their reaction to statements. For example, 
respondents might be asked to rate the likelihood that they would vote in the next 
election on a five-po int scale running from 1 ("Definitely will not vote") to 5 
(" Definitely wi ll vote"). 
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2.4 Analyzing Survey Resul ts 
2.4.1 Preparing a Descriptive Summary of F indings 
The most straightforward option for preparing analysis report is to prepare a 
description of the responses given by respondents. Reporting of every answer given 
by every respondent would be needlessly time-consuming and probably confusing, 
so usually a summary of responses is given instead. 
2.4.1.1 Open-ended questions 
For open-ended questions, the answers must first be coded. The researcher develops 
a set of response categories which adequately represents the answers given. Then the 
number of answers that fall into each category is detem1incd 
2.4.1.2 loscd-cndcd questions 
The analysis of closed or multiple-choice quc~tions is ea~ier , since a limited set of 
response categories already has been developed. The researcher, in preparing a 
descriptive summary, only has to report the number or percentage of rc~poncknt ~ 
which selected each answer. These 1es11 lts can also he p1 c~c 11tcd in text 01 tabular 
fom1. 
2A.l.3 Rating Scales 
The results of answers which involved giving a rating are a special case. In these 
\ ituations, the researcher probably wi ll want to present a single numbc1 which 
n:presents the overall trend in the answers 10 each question. The 111e11s111 l'' of rcnt1.1l 
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tendency that you have used previously are options here: mean median or mode. For 
example, if a rating scale had been attached to the previous question on student 
satisfaction with advisement , then the researcher could determine the average (mean) 
rating given by adding all the ratings, then dividing by the number of individuals 
who gave an answer to that question. 
2.4.1.4 Cross Tabulations 
Cross tabulations are used when, in examining survey data , the researcher discovers 
systematic relationships between respondent characteristics or some other variable 
and the particular answers given. To communicate such relationships in a clear way, 
the researcher usually constructs a table which presents the responses for different 
categories of respondents. 
2.5 Analysis Study 
The questionnaires had distributed to 50 respondents to collect the info 1111ation about 
the user requirements for the onlinc survey system. The 1cspomlcnts con!\ist of 
lecturer, researcher, programmer, tutor, students and the others. The following is tht 
result for the survey. 
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I. Methods used to conduct survey 
face to telephone 
face 
mail 
Types of survey 
fax web 
Figure 2.S(a): Graph bar shows the methods use to conduct a sur vey 
From the graph 1, we can know that the most common method used for conducting a 
survey is face to face. 37 out of 50 respondents (74%) had come across with this 
method. They choose this method as they can get the respond directly from the 
respondents. But it is also the most time consuming process. Sometimes the 
researcher needs to speed most of their time in collecting the information when 
conducting a survey. It is fo llow by the web survey 34%. Both the mail survey and 
telephone survey is 16%. None of the rcspondcnl had come across the fox survey. 
Maybe this is because the fax survey is more expensive compare with othc1 111c1hocls. 
II. Effectiveness of current Online Survey System 
Yes, 60% 
Figure 2.S(b): H istogram shows the effectiveness of current Online Survey 
System 
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60% of the respondents agreed with the statement that web survey is more effective 
compared with other traditional or manual methods of survey mentioned in question 
l.But others have different opinions. Some of them think that the web survey is 
efficient but not effective as some of them people might just ignore it and don ' t want 
to involve themselves in the survey. 
III. The priority of requirements for OSS 
......... so ~------------------~ 
'i!fl. 40 di' 40 -t----,--,-----='""-----=-=---<>"t---""""l~)'-- --; 
g> 30 -t-------..0.1 
-c: 20 Q) 
~ 10 
Q) 
a.. 0 
attracti'A1 
Interface 
displayed of download & 
layout responde 
time 
Requirements 
security & 
privacy 
omost 
important 
EJ important 
• moderate 
o least 
Important 
Figure 2.S(c): Grnph shows the priority of requirements for 0 S 
From the graph, we can know that most people think that the most important fac1n1 
for the onlinc survey system is security and priv~1cy (40%), followed hy d()wnload 
time and respond time (26%), displayed and layout of question ( 18%) and the 
attractive interface is the least important facto•. 
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IV. Hours access to internet 
<1 1-3 
2% 20% 
• <1 
0 1-3 
>7 4-7 • 4-7 
• >7 
Figure 2.S(d): Pie chart shows the hours 
From the pie chart, 60% of respondents (30 people) access more that 7 hours to 
internet in a week. We can know that internet has become common in our life. 
Besides that, all the respondents (50 of them) have their own email account. So it is 
possible to conduct a survey through web survey. Moreover it can save the expense 
for conducting a survey. 
V. The prefer red types of survey questions 
Q) 
Ci. 50 
~ 40 
a. 
-
30 0 
... 
Q) 20 
.0 10 E 
:l 0 z 
Closod 
ended 
_ [• Sorlos1] 
0 
Roting Open ended 
question 
Category 
Figure 2.S(e): Graph shows the preferred types of survey questions by the 
respondents 
The graph shows that most of the respondents preferred to answer closed ended 
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questions in a survey. It consists of single or multiple answers with multiple choices. 
45 out of 50 respondents preferred this kind of question in a survey (90% ).Some of 
the respondents chose closed-ended questions and rating question. None of the 
respondents choose the open ended question as it might take some time to answer 
this kind of question. Some of the respondents even skipped the open-ended question 
in the questionnaire distributed by author. 
VI. Respondents who support OSS 
No 
22% 
Yes 
70% 
Figure 2.S(f) : Pie chart shows the per·ccntage of the respondents who support 
oss 
Vil. Respondents that pnrticipnlcd onlinc sun't.'Y hcf(ll°C 
~-8 ' -- -- - --· Yes 
52% 
Figure 2.S(g): Pie chart shows the per centage of the respondents that 
participated in online survey before 
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Around 78% of the respondents (thus 39 of them) will take part or support the online 
survey system. From the graph, we also can know that about 52% of respondents (26 
people) took part in the survey before. 
VIII. Problems faced by respondents when conducting a survey: 
• Encountered difficulties in calculating or analyzing the respond. 
• The survey was not proper organ ized 
• Reluctant to take part in the survey, refuse to let people know about them, 
unwilling to give out their personal details 
IX. Expectation for the survey sys tem from respondents 
Researcher 
• Fast respond time 
• Find out the method how to make people involve in the survey 
• able to reduce cost and time 
• more intelligent to use and not need to many commands 
Respondent 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
focus on privacy and use attractive intctlarc 
make the questions ensy to understand and precise 
ge t effective infonnation 
must have interactive interface 
user friendly interface so that the user no need to figure out how to use it 
help to protect privacy through encryption, remain anonymous if they are 
unwill ing to let people know their names and detai ls 
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• direct and relevant kind of questionnaires for online survey 
• The interface should be user friendly-eg. answer the questions directly by just 
click the check box 
• Short and straight forward 
• Not so much images so that the loading of the page would be fast 
• The form can be obtain and summit easily 
• To unlimited user-can survey more that one person at the same time 
• Can do the online survey whenever we like and quickly 
• Easier to compound 
• provide survey analysis tools 
• The data must be truth and can be trusted 
• Want to know the common choice for other user. 
2.6 Study on existing sys tem 
2.6.l ase Study 1 - Survey system 
THE SURVEY SYSTEM 
Your Com11lct c Software Solution for Survey Research 
URL: (http:Uwww .surveysystem.com) 
Date accessed: 5-7-2003 
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~ Sample Survey Reports 
n.. , .. ,,.,.;. lots JOI'-""'-· laities .. C""'" .,.....,.i.ng on "'WC~ bl.Con p. "'' Motllot oa-nplo ptOdo<u Chat11 
bolo- Tll>IH on 1ho lho la::u.ut 
Tlblts 10 PrOduco 
,., ~con el•o P'odu<» el b)I""' ••'-'*"9 ont """l 
Wlwetl ofl>O ~ IJnds of sotd...., dO)'Oll ,,..,,._...,SIO'°"' 
0. e ~ ...,.,. S ,__ "'°"""'..,.. e:ld I ,.in•- •toft9'YCllS09J" how-oJd )'Oil•.,. 
()o esco:. ....... s._._ PIOfV(ogre• oncl I .. l"t .... 1"'°9')'CllS~•--oJd}'OOl•oi. 
,,_mudldG)'OVP"'llOf •oO>offll '°""""9-' 
-a.Ad N:tM !NM .... pt"""'9 be............ i;,, 
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l~a1..-.~~•Cll•~dnrh OO)"JVdrril.rnotl~l """'">-C.nd0<1 'M>Ol11)?:!'"9!' 
Figure 2.6. l Sample survey report from Survey Manager 
The Survey System is the most complete software package available for working 
with survey questionnaires. This software is simple enough for occasional users, yet 
powerful and flexible enough for research professionals. Unlike spreadsheets or 
general purpose statistics packages, The Survey System was designed specifically for 
surveys. 
The following will display details of the features that emphasi1e hy Survey System: 
2.6.1.1 User friendly interfncc 
The Survey System is easy to learn and use. It uses standard Windows pull-down 
menus and dialog boxes. There are no commands to memorize. The user can use a 
mouse or keyboard. One keystroke opens a context-sensitive Help window, which 
explains the options. 
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A Tutorial takes the user step-by-step through a sample survey. It includes a chapter 
that helps the novice researcher understand the principles of effective questionnaire 
design, administration and processing. 
2.6.1.2 Reuse survey 
The Survey System's philosophy is do the work only once, then reuse it. 
• Enter question and answer choice labels only once. 
Use the same instructions to put questions on the screen for data entry and to 
produce questionnaire forms, tables, text reports and graphics. 
Re-use questions in study after study, without re-typing them. 
Create re-usable custom table and chart formats. 
2.6.J.3 Professional Hcports 
The Survey System's tables arc camera-ready for professional presentations. This site 
feature sample tables, charts and other reports produced with this sol twarc. 
We can produce many different kinds of tables. Most tables can have a "banner" 
fom1at. A banner is an expansion of the cross-tabbing found in gcne1al statistics or 
database packages. Danncrs can show answe1s given by the entire sample and up to 
60 sub-groups within the sample on the same page. We can also produce multi -page 
tables. The Verbatim Module produces attractive reports showing the text of 
responses to open-ended questions. 
Many options allow the user to customize the reports and enhance their visual appeal: 
u~c different fonts for different parts of reports. 
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Frame tables with top and/or bottom lines on each page and gridlines. 
Incorporate a logo or graphic in your tables. 
Change the content and appearance of individual tables or apply changes 
globally. 
• Use different formats to customize the content and appearance of tables. 
Produce professional quality two- and three-dimensional graphics. 
• Show tables and charts on the same page or separately. 
Create basic tables showing the answers to a single question or summary 
tables showing a series of related questions. 
Rating scales or ranking questions can show Means (averages) or 
distribut ions of answers. 
Print questionnaire fom1s suitable for scanning. 
• Edit reports on-screen before printing or export them to other software via the 
Clipboard or various file formats. 
lVIost llopular Destination 
s~ FNnCi.rco 
Figure 2.6.1.3 Example Graph Bar generate by Survey Manager 
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2.6.1.4 Optional Modules 
The Survey System has a number of optional modules that enable you to put together 
a customized software package that exactly fits all of your survey needs. You can 
add modules to your existing software at any time, as the need arises. 
• Internet Module - for Web page and E-mail surveys 
Sample Management Module - for telephone interviewing 
• Voice Capture Module - to record respondents answers in their own voices 
Statistics Module - for additional statistics reports 
2.6.1.S The Voice Capture Module 
• Records and plays back actual voices. 
• Captures the feeling and intensity of responses. 
• Creates dazzling presentations. 
• Saves time during interviews. 
Playback-only software is available to offer to you1 clients. 
2.6.l.6 The tntiscics l\lodulc 
• ANOVA - A11alysis of Variance (One-way, Two-way, Repeated Measures). 
• Correlation (Pearson and Partial). 
Multiple Regression (Standard and Stepwise). 
Descriptive Statistics. 
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2.6.2 Case Study 2-Survey Solutions 
URL:( httn:Uwww.r.erseus.com) 
Date accessed: 8-7-2003 
The Survey Solut ions consists of different kinds of web survey such as: 
o SurvcySolut ions XP Professional 
Advanced branching, multi -sided table questions and p1p1ng for Web and e-mail 
survey~. 
o SurvcySolution~ XP Entcrpri~c 
J\ comprehensive survey system with real-time web based 1cpm ti11g a11d analysis 
featuring a unique comhi11atio11 of case of use and pnwc1 . 
o Perseus \Vcblkscnrchcr 
It is n Web application for professional ma1kct 1csr:11 r ht·1s. Design. c1cate, 
deploy, manage, and an:\lyn research projects onli11e without installing any 
software. 
o PR nnd Entcrpri c ervice 
It is a Professional web-survey research and consulting services. The functions are 
Panel management, questionnaire design, results analysis and report . 
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Figure 2.6.2: Inter face for Survey Solutions 
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With new question types, an improved interface, and hundreds of other 
improvements Survey Solutions is mo1e valuable than ever. New r eaturcs: 
a New Multi -Sided Table Questions 
require less room, easier to fi ll out 
Reduce partial completes 
Increase response rates 
a Microsoft Office XP-Inspin~d ln tc r fnc:r 
Familiar environment 
More intuitive 
Easier to use 
Advanced functionality 
Stn .: ng th5: 
I. Cc11triil11cd \ ICHagc of survey results within an SOL datllha...,c pr ovides. 
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Securi1 y and conlrol of survey results 
Cemralized reposi1ory of all survey results enhancing their value 
1hroughou1 the company 
Ability to link survey results 10 01her corporale informa1ion (when 
ins1alled on your server) 
2. Real-time accessibility to survey results from the desktop 
Desk1op accessibility provides users with robust functionality for data 
management and analysis 
Abil ity to view and clean data as it is collected prevents misleading 
results due to response duplication, obvious response selection errors, 
and intentional erroneous responses 
3. Word processing questionnaire design 
A full-featured survey design environment based on a com111 011 word 
processing user interface, eliminating the need for training and greatly 
reducing support requi1 emcnts 
• Buil t-in libraries, scales and q11cstionnai1e creation wi1a1ds help 
ensure questions rire asked p1operly ancl 11pp1 op1 intc sculcs 111c used 
4. Cost-effective, Sc1lablc and Flexible 
• SurvcySolutions is sc.1lahlc tl11 oughout the company with the addition 
of client licen. cs and server licenses available as needed 
As . urvcys will undoubtedly propagate throughout the company, 
implementing a centralized solution will save costs and promote the 
sharing of knowledge 
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Wcaknc s: 
• SurveySolutions Enterprise is available as a software solution 
installed on your server using your SQL database or as an outsourced 
solut ion hosted by Perseus. 
• Browser-based real-time results summaries can be made available to 
users who do not have access to the desktop software, with a web-
based reporting system scheduled for release in the fi rst quarter of 
2001 
Surveys cost less and produce better results. 
Require a large database to store all the information 
Require to purchase :he software in order to create a web survey. 
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2.6.3 Case Study 3 - Zoomerang 
URL: ( http://www.zoomerang.com )_Date accessed: 9-7-2003 
J! z oomerang 
?oomenn g Cu"omt~ '*""'• Surtty (• . .. •··•· ..,.._) 
.... ... . ...,._, _.. ..... ......... , _ ..... ._ ... .... ,...hi. ,..... ... ... 
I • i. • ''I " >11 ' I • ' ' ' I' - ' ' l '' •'•I .., '• ~ ' ' ... • ' •! "••) j ®• 4• 
€> •-· .... 
E> O.••t-• 
D esign 1:heme: [ Bahamas Blue 
To ch1nge 1he duign of your surw y, select ;1 new " theme· f rom this menu 
l Zoomerang Customer Service Survey (ed•t T1tl ~ Area) 
To add • survey 111le ;1nd uplo1d 1n ltT1J ge. click !ht "&111 Title l'<'u" bvnon . 
<b lllllilllJllUWJUIWUHIUUJWIWWWJWlJJUllllUllMUlWIWUUUUJlm ® Ed. t 
1 H ow long h .1v e y ou been usin g Zoomer.1ng? Et) Ina. , t 
~ Leu th .rn 1 month 
~ 1 l o 0 mon ths 
!d O months l o 1 v e .11 
1 to 3 y e • rs 
Nev er u sed 
Figure 2.6.3: lntcrfncc for Zoomcrnng survey system 
The following arc the methods to create a su1 vcy by u~ i ng / ..  00111c1a11g: 
2.6.3. l l\lcthod 1- rcntc sunry 
• Select a survey type 
Crea1ing own . urvcy may sound intimidating, but Zoomerang makes it simple. The 
user can choose from more than 100 survey ideas - each one contains sample 
ques1ions in a ready-to-send template. If the user have particular needs or are just 
feeling creative, they can build their own survey from scratch. 
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• 
2.6.3.2 Method 2-Customize 
Select a title a nd design 
User should select a background design theme. Then write an appropriate title to the 
survey. Next the user is ready to create new questions or modify the sample 
questions - it 's as easy as cl icking the edit button. 
• \Vrite the questions 
After selecting the edit button, the users need to choose from a list of 11 different 
question types, which vary depending on the response needed. They could select 
"Yes or No," "Multiple Choice" or a "Comments" box for wri tten responses. It 's best 
to experiment with the di fferent questions to sec what works best. 
2.6.3.3 Method 3-Addrcss sur\'cy 
There arc three ways to deploy a survey: 
• Send to own email addresses 
• Email to a sample supplied by 'loomcrang. 
• Place a link on a Web site 
With the first option, the user c.rn just type their email list into the space provided. Or 
they may import email addrc:ss name directly from their personal address book. 
• rcatc nddrc book 
Zoomcrang has created its own email address book to facilitate sending surveys. The 
user may enter complete address info rmation into the Email List Manager. If they 
don' t have 1c1.,pondc11h, they can purchase a list from Zoomerang. Zoorncrang have 
' 7 
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access to more than 10 mi ll ion willing survey takers covering most demographic 
profiles. 
• Use Website 
In addition to emailing the survey, the user may post it on a Web site. This is an ideal 
way to expand the reach of their survey and invite new respondents. After 
completing the survey, just follow the clear instructions on the Launch pages. 
2.6.3.4 Method 4-Survcy intro 
• Email introduction 
When sending a survey, the goal for users is to have maximum participation. The 
Email Message gives them a chance to make a good first impression. In this ini tia l 
invitation to take their survey, the users should capture 1 c~po 11dent s ' attc111io11 anti 
persuade them to click a link to the survey Wch Greeting. 
• Welcome respondent 
Use the Web Greeting to introduce the st11 vc 1 • The Ci1ce ti11g should he nu longc1 
than 3-4 sentence that explain the put pose of the Mll \'l')' and o flc1 any ince ntives fur 
responding. The t:lrt urvey button follows the Greeting and links directly to the 
survey. 
2.6.3.5 Method 5- Control 
1 he link to "Survey Management" allows the user to check on the status of the 
~u rvcy or invite new respondents. The users may also proceed to "View Results." 
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• 
2.6.3.6 Method 6-View results 
Analyze Responses 
Answers to survey que tions are tabulated in real time and presented in clear graphic 
charts and tables. The users can begin checking survey responses hours (or even 
minute. ) after deploying the survey. 
• Upload an image in to the sur vey 
The user can place an image or company logo at the top of the survey, giving a brand 
top billing. The image also is displayed on the results page and Web greeting. 
Strengths: 
1. Create 
• Ask up to 100 questions- that ·s 70 more than the free version . 
• Capture more data points and valuable insights. 
2. Utilize multiple pages 
• Display survey questions on multiple pages . 
• Present questions or dnta to 1espo11dcnts in a more c:un twllcd manner . 
3. Enable sk ipping a nd b rn nching wiCh logic 
• Skip respondents to a diffc1c111 page hasctl 011 a rc..,pon..,c to a p:11tic11la1 
question 
• Skip respondents unco11dition.1lly. 1cg:11dlcss to answc1s to a question 
4. RccciYc resu lts in a sprcndshccl format 
• Pcrfonn in-depth analysis and statistical testing. Create graphs 
• Place data into presentation software. 
5. Store ~urvcy re ult beyond 10 days 
• Unlimited access to results . 
• Ma1r11a111 clean, original \Ct of data for f uturc use 
\1) 
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6. Persona lize survey by uploading images 
• Brand surveys with their logo . 
• Test ad concepts 
7. Sha ring results wi th others 
• 
• 
Presented in a colorful graphic format 
Reduces communication barriers 
8. Utilize templa tes or crea te a su rvey from scratch 
• Use one of over 100 templates as a starting point for survey. Benefit from 
survey design research to send the most effective survey. 
• Create a survey from scratch if users already have their survey designed 
Weakness: 
1. Do not support cell search feature in analysis report 
2. Require a large database as there is 110 expiration data for the ~urvcy that have 
been created. Some of the dat:l maybe not related. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
Methodologies may be defined as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and 
documents aids. They help the developer to speed up and simplify the development 
process (Scllappan, 2000). Thus, it is important to choose a suitable methodology 
whi le developing the sys1em 
3.2 System Development Methodology 
Methodology i defined as a set of methods that is used in a particular area of activity. 
Methodology in system development means "a methodical approach to project 
system planning, analysis, construction and evolution". Process model is an abstract 
representation of a software process. It is important to choose an appropriate process 
model before develop any system to ensure the success of 1he ~y:.. t em . 
3.2.1 Wntcrfa ll l\tockl 
Waterfall model is one of the oldest model, most nf the new mncleb me modified 
from this model. The waterfall model is shown in thl' fo llowing page. 
According to this model, one process should he completed before the next begins, 
Which mean. the developer. hould develop the system step by step by fo llowing the 
sequence. Thus, when all of the requirements are elicited from the customer, 
analyzed for completeness and consistency, and documented in a requirements 
document, then the development team can go on to the system design activities. This 
lllOdcJ cnahlc\ the developer to view what is going on during their development 
Phlil \C , 
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The waterfall model has been used to prescribe software development activities in 
various contexts. For instance, it was the basis for software development deliverables 
in U.S. Department of Defense contracts for many years, defined in Department of 
Defense Standard 2167-A. (Pfleeger, 2000) 
Requirement 
System 
Coding 
Unit and 
Integration 
System 
Testing 
Figure 3.2. I: Waterfall Model 
The ndvnningcs of u. ing \Vnterfall Model: 
• Simple, familiar to most developers, easy to understand 
• 
·1 his model can increase the confidence of a software developer during the 
whole developing process. 
• Mo-,1 of the latest models arc built or modified according to thi ~ model. 
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• Easy lo associate measures, milestones and deliverables with the different 
stages. 
The disadvantages of Waterfa ll Model: 
• Does not reflect how software is really developed 
• Not applicable for many types of development. 
• Docs nol refl ect lhe back- and - forth , iterative nature of problem solving 
3.2.2 Prototyping Model/ Evolutionary Model 
Prototyping Model is another type of effective process model, which allows all or 
part of the system to be constructed quickl y, to understand or to clarify issues. Thus 
it enables the developer, user, and customer to have a common understanding of 
what is needed anJ what is proposed. One or more of the loops for prototyping 
requirements, design, or the system may be eliminated, depending on the goals of the 
prototyping. I lowcvcr, the overall goal is :ibo tu reduce ri~k and uncertainty in 
development. 
List of 
Revision 
Proto!) c 
Prototype 
Requirements 
List of 
Revision 
Review 
Prototype 
Design 
List of J 
Rcv1s1011 
Prototype 
System 
Delivery System 
Figure 3.2.2: Prototyping Model 
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The advantages of Prototyping Model: 
• Promotes understanding of problem before trying to implement solution 
• Reduce risk and uncertainty in development 
• Involves user in evaluating interface 
The disadvantages of Prototyping Model: 
• Prototyping can use up a lot of resources, especially if the prototype fails 
completely and must be scrapped 
• The extra time spent in prototyping is not warranted for the simple and 
straightforward user interface. 
• The developer may develop the system within unsuitable platform or 
programs. 
3.2.3 Spiral Model 
The Spiral Model was designed to include the best fea tures from the Waterfall and 
Prototyping Models, and introduce!'! a new component ri!'!k-asscssmcnt. The term 
"spiral" is used to describe the process tha t is fo llowed a" the development of the 
system take place. Similar to the Prototyping Model, 11n initial vc1!-iio11 of the system 
is developed, and then repetitivcl ' modified based on input 1cceived f1 om customer 
evaluations. Unlike the P1 ototypi11g Model, however, the development of each 
version of the system is c~trc fully designed using the steps involved in the Waterfall 
Model. With each iteration around the spiral (beginning at the center and working 
Outward), progressively more complete versions of the system are built. 
Objective setting Risk assessment 
and reduction 
Planning Development and 
validat ion 
Figure 3.2.3: Spiral model 
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Each loop in the spiral is split into four sectors: 
i. Objective setting 
Specific objectives for that phase of the object are defined. Constrain on the process 
and product are ident ified and a detailed management plan is draw up. Project risks 
are identified. Alternative strategies, depending on these ri sks, may be planned. 
ii. Risk assessment and reduction 
For each of the identified project risks, a detailed analysis is carried out. Steps are 
taken to reduce the risk, for example if there is a risk that the requirements are 
inappropriate, a prototype system maybe developed. 
iii. Development nnd v:11idation 
After risk evaluation, a development model for the system is chosen. 
av. Planning 
The project is n:vicwcd ancl a decision made whcthct to ro11ti1111l' with 11 (111thc1 
loop of the spiral .If it is decided to continue. plans atl' d1aw11 up for the ne>. t 
phnse of the project. 
The advantage. of pit .ti Model: 
• Explicit con. idcration of the risk . 
3.2.4 ho. en Proce s Model 
Waterfall model is a ~i mple and easy to understand process model but it is still not 
the ideal development methodology fo r this system. The problem with the waterfall 
lllOdcl 11., itc.. 1nfl cx1hlc parti tioning of the project into distinct swges. It is difficult to 
•t'ipcuul Ill tha11gi111• cuW>mcr requi rement. l)csides that , the dcvclopt·1 11111\ t follow 
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rigidly the sequence of the model. The system cannot be tested and reviewed by the 
users until the ending of life cycle that is after the coding and implementing. 
Sometimes there maybe some changes in user's requirements. This may lead to 
fai lure of the system and increase the cost in the phase of testing. 
In order to overcome the problem, I need to adopt a new approach that enables me to 
do testing especially during the phase of coding and implement ing. 
Spiral model can be the solution towards the drawback of the waterfall model. In the 
spiral approach, a new feature can be added and tested after the program is developed. 
It makes use of the prototyping 1nechanism to avoid the delay of the system. In this 
project, I propose to use spi ral model to overcome the drawback of waterfall model, 
Which occurred in the coding and testing phase. Spiral model only wi ll be used in 
this two phases only. Risks arc also expl icit ly assessed in this model and n:solvcd 
throughout the process. 
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System 
Coding 
--------------------------------------, 
Unit and 
Integration 
I Spiral model 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---------------- - - - ---'-.-~------' ----- ------ ------------ -- ---- -- -
System 
Testing 
Acceptance 
~pcration and 
Figure 3.2..t: llyhrid tlcvclopmr nt nppro11d1 
The fundamental development activitic!' at e: 
o Rcquircmcnls 1111 nlysis mul rlcfinilion 
The features u. cd and the characteristics of the Online Survey System, constrains and 
goals of the system are all established by consultation with system users and lecturer. 
During the stage, the developer and the user will meet together to discuss and define 
general purpof.e, objectives and scopes of project. Besides, system boundary and 
interface arc defined. These are done in a manner which is understandable by all 
use r ~ and development ~taffs (a lso system developer). 
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o System and program design 
Once the requirements are defined, system design can be created. System design 
involves functionality, database, input/output and interface designs. The system 
design is drafted on both the functional and non- functional requirements. The 
dra fted modules are discussed in order to check for compatibility. 
o Coding a nd un it testing 
The Online Survey System is realized as a set of program unit at this stage. Unit 
testing involves verifying that each unit meets its specification. Additional or 
proposals from the users will be used to enhance the system features. 
o In tegra tion and system tc ting 
Each module will be tested fo r result correctness and accuracy. After unit testing 
is carried out successfull y, the modules program which have bcc 'l developed arc 
integrated and tested as a complete system to ensure that the system's software 
requirements have been met. After tcsti11~. the system will be implc:me111cd a11u 
used by its target users. 
o Operation and maintenance 
Usually this is the longest life cycle phase whe11.· the system i" in\ t.llkd .111<1 put 
into practical use. Maintc11:111 't' is c.:a11 i<.: d out 10 t tll1cc1 any errors, enhancing the 
system's function :ind :llso improving the system unit . . 
3.3 Ju tification of proposed meth odology 
1 here are some convincing points and strategies rn applying the proposed 
methodology into development of online survey system: 
• 
·1 hcorctically, the fo llowing phase should not start unti l the previouc; phac;c 
ha" fi111\hcd. In prdcticc, these \tages overlap and feed in formation tn t.· .1d1 
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• 
other. The proposed methodology suggests me the sequence of events that 1 
expected to encounter with. During the program design stage, many problems 
would be encountered. So making the changes may involve repeating some or 
all previous process stages such as requirement analysis. Therefore it is more 
suitable to say system development process is net a simpler linear model but 
involves a sequence of repetition of the activities. 
Since the model is simple and it expect to help me to come out with the 
system requirements and be fami liar with the activities in every stage. 
Besides that it is also easy to understand by those maybe not familiar with the 
online survey system. 
3.4 Techniques used to Define Requirements 
System analysis is the process of gathering and in1erpreting facts, diagnosing 
problems and using the information to recommend improvemenl of the syMem. 
Throughout the methodology phase, fact is obtained by n process c.11lcd requirement 
determinat ion also known as fact-finding. F:ic:l finding at e esse ntial in 01dc1 to have 
through understanding of the system Ill be developed. The fac:l - finding techniques 
used included library research, interview, inle1 net Mii f111g. ohscrv.11ion und using 
questionnaire. 
The purposes of infonnation gathering arc: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Understand the functions of the current system 
Check the errors for the current system 
To idcntif y the actual need of the user 
I..ooking for opportun ities fo r improving the effectiveness of the current 
"Y'lcm. 
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1. Analyzing pass year thesis 
Several pass year thesis documentation have been studied in order to identify any 
potential mistakes and to ga in some ski lls on software development. 
ii. Library Research 
I went to library to search books related to survey to have a deeper understanding on 
Online survey system. Reference books especially methodology and system design 
can be fou nd from library. These books provide sufficient info to gain a better 
understanding about the concept of choosing the right methodology and system 
design. 
iii. Internet surfing 
The Internet is a platfom1 where u lot of information can be acquired. Internet surfing 
is the major source due to its high speed and up to date infonnation. Therefore, 
internet is the main source of information seekin~. Relevant information cm web 
application, client server and proAr:11nmi11g tools :ire hccn oht11i11cd. 
iv. Review on existing ystcm 
It is an inve. tig:Hion activit 1 on the data that have been produced by current system. 
This is to understand the infonnation requirement for n particular user. Sometimes, it 
can make developer more understand a system by observing it in operation-seeing 
the system in action gives developer additional perspective and a better 
Under!,tanding of the system and its investigate the deficit system on data collection 
such ii\ the lack of important information or the lack of the informat ion that potential 
1111crc\1 10 'Y'tcm users. 
'" 
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After review of some existing online survey system, it is found that straightforward 
presentation of the questions, user friendly online system is needed to build to attract 
more people take part in the survey. 
Investigation and analyst of the existing system available on the market is important. 
This is critical at the project planning to determine the scope of the planning of the 
proposed system. The purpose of conduct this research is to ensure that the proposed 
system will not carry and repeat the same weakness in the existing system. 
Existing system also help a lot in giving ideas and guidance in the featu res of the 
system that is going to be develop. 
v. Interview 
An infom1atio11-gatheri11g interview is a directed convcr!\ation with a ~pecific 
purpose that uses a question and ans' er for mal. Sevcrnl info rmal interviews with 
experienced users and cxpcctcci users have hccn carried out. It hclp!-1 in the 
understanding of user rcq11i1 1.· mcnts amt us<' rs' cxpl'Ctatio11 of tht' ~)1!-l tt• 11 1. During th1.· 
interviews, users' opinions to' auls the system and <>lhc.:r :-imil:11 c.x i..,ti ng :-y:-tc.: 111 
Were gathered. This helps in clcvcloping a mor e user friendly and helpful :-.y~ l cm . 'ro 
have a belier understanding of the user rcqui1cmcn1s, l had interviewed a few 
lcc1urcrs in Faculty Computer ciencc and lnfom1ation Technology and Faculty 
Business and Adminis1ra1ion. Besides that, I had conducted some informal interview 
Wilh a programmer 10 discuss about the languages that can be used to develop the 
S)'\tcm. 
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' 'i. Discussion 
During the whole project development, discussion with the supervisor was vital. 
Several discussions have been carried out with the supervisor regarding system 
functionality, development approaches and user requi rements. Discussions with 
colleagues and my friend who is a programmer were also very important in 
understanding the requirements and design of the system. Precious opinions and 
ideas were gained from them. Through discussions, views from different angles on 
the system and development techniques can be obtained. This helps to avoid the 
blind spots on certain issues due to lack of critical and multi-dimensional analysis. 
3.S lient I Senier Architecture 
3.5. 1 Definition of client/server architecture 
Definition: Any network-based software sy::,tem that uses cl ient software to rcque~t a 
specific service, and co rre~pondinp, server ~oftwar c to provide the ~crv i cc from 
another computer on the network. 
<h!.!P://www. it s.bl drcloc.~Lf :-. - I OJ ?L.clir-007L Ol)l)l) .him) 
A client server is any h,mlw:uc/softwa1e comhi11:1 1io11 th .it gc ne1.11ly .1dhc1c:-. w . 1 
client -. erver architecture, rcgMdlcss ol the type of application. 
(http://ww' .it. .bldrdoc.gov/fs- 1037/dir-007/_0998.htm. 
) The client/. crvcr model provides a convenient way to interconnect programs which 
arc distributed efficiently across different locations. Typically, multiple cl ient 
programs share the sen•ices of a common server program. Both client programs and 
~c rvc r programs arc often part of a larger program or application. 
°' .' 
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Figure 3.5. l (a): Client Server Architecture Design 
To get the idea of client/se rver-based Distributed Computing on a meta-level, several 
views can be used. One of them is to see distribution as being based on tiers. Tiers 
are functional layers of entities participating in the distribution. 
3.5.1.1 One Tier Architecture/ 1-Ticr (Single Host) 
The appl ication is ccntraliLed in a single well-known environment. It is easy to 
manage, control, and secure applications of that kind. For cxnmplc using Microsoft 
Access on your own unconnected desktop OJ a dumb-k1111inul based system could 
well be considered 1-Tier nlso. 
There arc aL o some disadv:rntagcs to this app1oach: 
o calability: 
One-tiered applications arc set up for a single processor. Therefore upgrading to a 
larger machine is the only possibility if the actual machine cannot handle the load-up 
come any longer. The user has to face the fact that the chosen platform which can 
Only handle data, u ~e r or transaction volume up to a certain amount. The costs of 
Porting the 'Y'~ l cm to a platform to meet the new requirements also need to be paid in 
lllitny ,t\J>CCIS, 
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o Portability: 
One-tiered applica1ions depend a 101 on their hardware based operat ing environment 
includes operating systems, fil e structures, databases and languages. Porting the 
application means the same as re-writing the whole application. 
o Lack of Flexibility: 
It is very difficult to modify one of the three packed application components within a 
one-tier application because it always concerns also the other two components. 
Therefore it is not possible to simply aller e.g. the business component to possibly 
meet new requiremen1s. 
3.5.1.2 Two-Tier Architectures I 2 -Tier ( lient Ser ver) 
The typical client/se rver archi1ecture is best descri bed as two-tier, simply because it 
only consists of two pails working together. ln other words: The cl ient direc1ly talks 
to the server. A web browser talking to a web server is an example of a client talking 
to a server. There is presentation logic (prcse11tatio11 tier) happening at the c:l ie11t , and 
da1a or file <lcccss (dal:\ access tier) and logic happening al 1hc :-.c rvcr. 
Two Tiera 
lhcr ~cm lrtcrtace 
• Scmt Proccs,.,o 
....,.,cmn 
Oil a.base Mana1 trn d 
• Som• A-occs,.,o 
....,a.ccmrl 
Figure 3.5. l.2(h): Two-Tier Client Server Architecture Design 
1\1 0 11c cx1rc111c, the workc;tation is used only to perform the display portion of the 
P•c,c111a1icm w mponcnl and the \crvcr performs mo:-.t of lhe prcscn1a1io11 lo11ir and 
·I 
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all of the business and data access logic. T11is leads to a fat server and can be found 
e.g. in typical web-applications where the browser has to cope with HTML. At the 
other ex treme, most of the applicat ion resides on the workstation, and the server only 
performs the actual data access services. This leads to a fa t cl ient. In net-technologies 
this is being realized by the use of Java-applets. 
The GUI development tools allow faster development and deployment of 
applications. The hardware-independent database systems allow easy portability 
between systems, effecti vely breaking the hold of hardware lock-in. 
The two-tier architectu re is intended to improve usability by supporting a forms-
bascd, user-friendly interface. It also improves scalability by accommodating up to 
100 users (file server architectures only accommodate a dolcn users), and fl exibility 
by allowing data to be shared, usually within a homogeneous environment. Finally 
this type of distributed architecture requires minimal operator intervention, and is 
frequent ly used in non-complex, non-time critical information p1 occss i11!! sy!\tcms. 
• 
• 
3.5. 1.3 T hree-Tier Architectures 
Three-tier architecture scp:11ates applkation c.:omponcnt ~ into thr ee logicnl 
tiers: the user interface tier, the business logic tier, and the database access 
tier. T11c user interface tier communicates only with the business logic tier, 
never directly with the database access tier. The business logic tier 
communicates both with the user interface tier and the database access tier. 
For th ic; model: 
·r he u\cr interface tie r is a client only, in that it only makes requests to the 
hu\incs\ logic tier. 
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from the business logic tier. 
• The business logic tier acts as both a client and a server: a server relative to 
the user interface tier, because it process its request, and a client to the 
database access tier, because it sends a request to it. 
• Communication between each logical tier can be tightly controlled. 
first Titr: 
O~nt 
• User Interface 
• Presentation Services 
I 
-------------------- 1---------------------------------I 
Srcond 1itr; .. 
Application Seni"r ( &nneu ) 
Ob)t(t.CamJXJnt re 
• Appliution 1enricer 
• D~• llCMCu/ebjccts 
--·-------- ' ·--··· -····· I 
Dato s,,,..,, 
.. § Third Titri • Dab ,,.lldation 
Figure 3.5. l.3(c): T hree-Tier ' licnl ' cncr ArchiCcr lurc Dl'~ i J.!n 
The third tier (middle tier server) is between the user interface (client) and the data 
management (server) components. This middle tier provides process management 
Where business logic and rules are executed and can accommodate hundreds of users 
by providing functions such as queuing, application execution, and database staging. 
The three tier architecture is used when an effective distributed client/se rver design is 
needed that prov1dc1, (when compared to the two tier) inc rca~ed perfo rmance, 
flcxih11Jt y, 111ai111;1111;1hil1ty, r<.· 11"ahil ity, and "calahi li1 y, whik l11cl111g thr n 11npll'\1t\ 
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of distributed processing from the user. This architecture has some unique 
advantages - for example, deployment is made easier because the client is simple and 
logic is centra lized. 
Table 3.5.1.3: Compa rison of cl ien t/ ser ver a rchitecture 
Type Ad vrmta~c 
I-tier Simple 
Very high performance 
Self contained 
2-tier Clean, modular design 
Less network traffic secure 
Algorithms 
Disadvantage 
No networking-can' t assess remote 
services polenlial for spaghetti 
code 
-- -Must design or implement protocol 
Must design or implement reliable 
data ~torage 
mall u~er hnsc 
Can separate UI frnm husine:-~ 
~---i-l::..::osi£. 
3-tier Can separate Ul, logic 1111d storage Need to huy d111aha~c product 
Reliable, repl icable, Need to hi1 e DUA 
Concurrent data access via Need to lca111 new language (SOL) 
t rn 11sac1 ions 
Ohject 1 cl at ion al mapping is 
~ Ffficicnt d.Ha access 
- ---l- difficult ----------~ 
3.6 O perating ystcm 
Operating system (OS) is a platform w hich can performs tasks, such as receiving 
input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping track of fil es 
and dircctori ci.. 0 11 lhc di i., k, and controll ing periphera l devices such as disk drives and 
pri111e1\, Bc\iclc\ that , the OS make!> sure that different prog1 am~ and u\cr s 1u1111i11g al 
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the same time do not interfere with each other. For security, OS ensures that 
unauthorized users do not access the system. OS provides a software platform to 
allow application programs run on it. 
3.6.J \Vindows 
Windows puts a graphical working environment on a PC's screen; therefore 
computer can operate with visual control rather than typed command. Windows 
gives icons, menus, and button that can cl ick with the mouse to do things such as 
organize new folders and fil es, run programs, control printer and online with the 
modem, browse the Internet. 
Basically Windows docs two things: 
• 
• 
• 
Let users manage the computer (hardware and software in computer) 
Managing the computer means tasks like in~talling a new printer or setting up 
an Internet connection. It also includes activities deleting old file~. hacking up 
the collection of documents to diskettes Im safe-keeping, or moving all the 
fil es for a project into their own folder. 
Running programs 
Running progmms means thnt word proccsso1; Wch hrnwsc1 01 even tt·11nc c.111 rnn in 
Windows. In addition, Windows can open a second program in n separate window 
and then switch bnck nnd fonh between programs, so we can do chores like checking 
the email in an cmnil program while leaving the word processor open in its own 
windows. 
Windows nlso provides a set of basic features that all programs can use. For example, 
When you ini.,tall printer in a Windows, every program can print to it. Besides, 
Windcnv" provide.., a mcchanio;m that let the information can trarp., fcr from one 
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program to another without hav ing lo go through elaborate importing and exporting 
procedures. This gives users the ability to quickly and easily move things like 
passages of text form one program to another. 
Windows offer several key advantages over the way PCs used to work with DOS. 
Before Windows, every program had its own unique screens and commands to learn 
and remember. Now Windows programs, even those from different companies, look 
alike and work similarly. 
3.6.2 UNIX 
UNIX was created in the late 1960s. It was first describe in a 1974 paper in the 
Communications of the ACM by Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie. 
UNIX is designed to provide a multi-user, multitasking system for use by 
programmers. The philosophy behind the design of UNIX wa~ to p1ovidc ~implc and 
powerful utilities that could be pieced together in a Oex ihlc manner to petform a 
wide variety of tasks. Severa l reasons have been sugge:-.ted for the popularity and 
success of the UN IX system: 
• The system is written in a high level language, making it ea:-.y tn 1ead, 
understand, chnnge and move to othc1 machines. 
• Provides primitives that permit complex p1ogram to be built from simpler 
program. 
• U. e. a hierarchical file system that allows easy maintenance and efficient 
implementation. 
• 
• 
Uses a consistent format for files, the byte stream, making applicat ion 
programs easier to write. 
Provides a "'mplc, consistent in lerface to peripheral device~ . 
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• It is a multi-user, mult iprocessors system; each user can execute several 
processes simultaneously. 
• le hides the machine architecture from the user, making it easier to write 
programs that run on different hardware implementation. 
Although the operat ing system and many of the command programs are written in C, 
UNIX system supports other languages, including Basic, Pascal, Ada and Prolog. 
However, UN IX is more difficult to lea rn and isn't as widely supported as Microsoft 
Windows 2000. 
3.6.3 Linux 
Linux was initially created as a hobby by a young student, Linus Torvalds, of 
University of I lclsinki in Finland. Linux is a stable and high-performance operat ing 
system for Internet usage. Linux may be used for a wide variety of pu1poses 
including networking, soft w:tre development , and as an end use1 platfo 1111. I inux is 
often considered an excd lcnt , low-cost alternative to cHher more expcnsivc opc 111ting 
systems. 
Linux is a remarkably comple te opc1ating systcm and inch1dcs a g1aphical u..,e1 
interface, X Windows system, TCP/IP. :lncl other c.;ompn 11c11ts usually found in 
comprchen. ive UNIX systcm. Bcc.1usc I inux conli11ns to the POSIX standa rd user 
and programming interfaces, developers can write program that can be ported to 
Other operating . y. tem, including IBM 's OS/390 running UNIX. 
Linux has made progress, primarily in functionality important to Internet 
infra..,11ucturc and Web server capabilit ies, including a greater selection of drivers, 
ca..,ic r 111\ lal lalHm, GUl-ha\cd front ends for Web adm ini\ ll ation and window 
<ill 
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management. Linux was designed to provide personal computer user a free or very 
low operating system. The other advantages of Linux are its open source, free, secure, 
virus free, stable. powerful, fast and more fl exible than other operating system. 
However, Linux can be difficult to learn, set up, install and some software may not 
be avai lable yet. 
3.7 Programming language 
3.7. l PllP 
Hypertext preprocessor is the exact expansion of Pl IP. Pl IP is a web scripting 
language. PllP is a server side cripting language, which has the capability of 
executing the script on the server, and serving the output as a l ITML file, The main 
advantage is to internet with th~ databases a11d perform all types of server 
manipulations directly. Server side scripting language is responsible for manipulating 
the data which is filled in thc cntitc web fo1m~. any wherc in the ncl. 
PllP is very much compat ible with ~ tYSOL a11cl POSTGRFSOI D:11a 1 w,c~. Pill' 
also c..1 11 be programmed to internet wi th any database right Imm a si111plc tc>. t fil e to 
DB2. There arc a lot of :tdv:rntagc:. of Pl IP ro111pai cd with othct :.n iptint~ language~: 
o Speed 
Pl IP is considered to be the fas test programming languages especially for the speed 
when connecting the database and also while using over other important applications. 
Because of its high performance of speed, PHP is being used for some of the 
important administrations like the server administration over the web, mail 
f unctionalitics. 
l:J Open Source 
Id 
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PHP is open source where the user is given a free license to remodel or recode PHP, 
according to their needs. Source code is shipped with PHP. 
o l\lulti Platform. 
PHP supports various platforms, which mean PHP can be installed on almost every 
operating system like the Windows, Linux, etc. 
o Easy Syntax 
PHP syntax is quite easy to code, all the syntax are similar to the C language syntax. 
Disadvantage: 
o Redirection 
In sonal! of the scripting languages there is a single wsk to write a piece ,)f code from 
the client side or the server side - a single function will do so. But in the c~1 se of Pl IP 
it is done inditectly. Some of the aspects and functionalities i11 Pl lP :11c not hei 11g 
able to complete using the di1 cc: t fu11ctionality. 
o Error llnnclling 
Pl IP has very poor handlinEt errors qualities. Evc 11 thi:-; dismlvantagc can be overcome 
by using a fca. iblc advantage solution. 
3.7.2 A P. ET 
ASP.NET a next generation of ASP (Active Server Pages) introduced by Microsoft. 
Similar to prcv1ou\ server-side scripting technologies, ASP.NET allows the user to 
hu1ld powcrf ul , 1cltablc, and 1icalable distributed applica tions. ASP.NET i~ ha<;cd on 
"·' 
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the Microsoft .NET framework and uses the .NET features and tools to develop Web 
applications and Web services. 
Asp.NET provides many features and tools which can develop more reliable and 
scalable, Web applications and Web services in less time and resources. Since 
ASP.NET is a compiled. NET-based environment; we can use any .NET supported 
languages, including VB.NET, C#, JScript.NET, and VBScript.NET to develop 
ASP.NET applications. 
Advantages of ASP.NET 
o . NET ompatiblc 
· NET compatibility feature of ASP.N ET provides appli c<Hions to use the features 
provides by .NET. Some of these features arc multi-language support , compiled code, 
automatic memory management , and .NET base class library. 
Web applicntions c<1n be wri llen by using any .NET 5uppot1cd language, including 
Cit, YB.NET, J cript.NET and YBScript.NET. All ASl' .NFT code is co111pikd, 
rather than inte1preted, which allows catl , binding, stt ong t 1ping, and ju!\t· in-1i111e 
(JlT) compilation to nati c code. auto111:1ti ' mcnHH • manag ·mcnt , and c.1ching. 
The .NET buse clas. libr:try (8 L) can be accessed from any. NET-supported 
language. 
o Web Forms and Rapid Development 
Wch J·orms in VS.NET provides web pages and server side controls, which allows 
the 11sc1 to build rnpid Web GUI applications. VS.NET provides Windows 
applit al1on s1111tlar drap and drop feH tures, which al lows the usc1 to d1 ag scrvc1 side 
cd 
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controls on a page and set cont rol properties and write event handlers by using 
wizard property page. 
o Native XML Support and XML \Veb Services 
XML is a vital part of entire .NET framework .. NET uses XML to store and transfer 
data among applications. The .NET base class library provides high-level 
programming model classes, which can be used to work with XML. 
An XML Web service provides the means to access server functionality remotely. 
Web services use SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to provide access to clients. 
Web services can be used to build different layers of distributed applications and 
different layers can be used remotely. 
o Databases nnd ADO.NET 
ADO.NET is a new version of ADO (Activl:X nata Objects). ADO.NET allows 
access different kinds of databases using only one p1ogrn1111 ning 111oclcl. The usc1 
must be fam iliar with DAO, ADO, ODBC. RDO and other datuha!\c access 
technologies previous to ADO.NET. ADO.NET comhim·s lcaturc..., nf .111 of thc:-c 
technologies and provides a single higher kvcl -p1ogian11n i n!~ model and hides all 
details. It makes job much simpler and provides a way to write rapid development 
o Graphics nnd GDI+ 
GDI+ is an improved version of GDI (Graphics Device Interface) to write Windows 
and Web graphics applications. The .NET base class library provides GDl classes to 
Write graphtt\ application\. The user can wri te Windows application'\ and Wcu 
1•1.1ph1 c.._\ applicat1011\ u~111g the cla\'ICS. 
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o Caching and S ta te Management 
One of the most important factors in building high-performance, scalable Web 
applications is the abi lity to store items, whether data objects, pages, or parts of a 
page, in memory the initial time they are requested. You can store these objects on 
the server or on the client machine. Storing data on a server or a client is called 
caching. 
o Enhanced Security 
ASP.NET provides the user to authenticate and authori?C users for the applications. 
The user can easily remove, add to, or replace these schemes, depending upon the 
needs of the application. 
a Mcssnging nnd Director y Ser vices 
ASP.NET uses the Mes!\:iging services da!\s lihr.iry, which 1 ~ a high level 
programming wrapper for M MO messaging service!\. 
The .NET base clnss lihtar , also cont:1ins d a!\S wiappe1s fo t Active Dir ecto1y that 
enables you to accc. s Active Directory " ct vicl'S lt ttl· tlan· (A DSI). I eight wc i~ht 
Directory Acee. s Protocol (Ll) AP). and other dirccto1y services through ASP.NET 
applica tions. 
3.7.3 # ( - hnrp) 
C'll i ~ a new l.inguage for Windows applications, intended as an alternative to the 
n1 ai n p1evl()us languages, (' ++ and VB. Its purpose is two fold: 
(I 
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1. It gives access to many of the facilities previously ava ilable only in C++, 
while retaining some of the simplicity to learn of VB. 
11 . It has been designed specifically with the .NET framework in mind, and 
hence is very well structured for writing code that will be compiled for .NET. 
C# has three different perspectives. 
1. As a .NET programming language, that lets users conveniently and easily 
uses the new .NET framework. This means that in many cases the syntax and 
features of the language hnve been designed to make it is particularly easy (or 
the users to take advantage of the features offered by .NET 
11 . As an object-oriented programming language that lets users program 111 a 
natural object-oriented way. It full y supports inheritance, but the .NET 
framework also insures that enough info rmation i!i included in the compiled 
library files (the assemblies) that the classes can be inherited fr om and used 
by other. NET-aware code without requiring access to the ~ou1cc fr lc!->. 
iii. As an intermediate level programming languagc that cnmhinc:-. the he:-.t 
feature. of the existing pre-.NET languuges of VB and C t t . 
3.8 \Vcb crvcr 
A web server is a program that runs on a host computer that serves up web sites. In 
Other words, the web server program sits around awaiting requests from visitors' web 
browsers for objects it has in its possession, and then sends these objects back for the 
visitor's viewing pleasure. 
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3.8.1 Apache 
Apache is fa t, reliable and inexpensive. The keys to Apache's attractiveness and 
popularity lie instead in the qualities listed above and its extensibility, its freely 
distributed source code, and active user support for the server. 
Among the most notable features are its cross-platfonn support, protocol support 
(HITP/1.1), modularity (API), security, logging, and overall performance and 
robustness. Apache distributes a core set of modules that handle everything from user 
authentication and cookies to typo correction in URLs. 
There arc some features about Apache: 
a Feature-Rich -The Apache server sports a host of features, including: XML 
support, server-side includes, powerful URL-rewriting, and 
virtual host ing, to narne but a few. 
a Modular - We can fi nd a module that can add the functionality that we need. 
o Extcnsihlc - Apache is open source, we ran w 1 itc unc on m 11 own. In fact, we 
am even make changes to the inner working~ of Apache. All the 
infomrntion we need is right there in the MH11cc code and 
numerous on line re ·ourccs. 
o Free - Thi. is one instance that no need to pay. 
3.8.2 Internet lnfornrntion cr vcr (llS) vS.0 
llS is the bc. t \Vcb server avai lable for Windows NT. This version, which comes 
exclusively as part of the Windows 2000 Server operating system, contains many 
new feature' ;llong with perfonnance and rel iab il ity enhancements. 
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llS v5.0 is good as both a first-time Web server for those familiar and comfortable 
with Windows operating systems, and a high-end server for hosting providers and 
large corporate installations. It handles the basics well and is better integrated in 
Windows than previous versions. llS v5.0 also comes with performance and feature 
enhancements that will be attractive for mission-critical tasks 
The ideal computer to run llS on is at least a 200 MHz Pentium with 128 MB of 
RAM. Organizations should plan on doubling the RAM and CPU speed if they 
intend to run Advanced Server's clustering, SQL or Transaction services on the same 
machine as the Web server. 
3.9 Database server 
A database is a structured collection of data. To add, access, and process data stored 
in a computer database, a database server is needed. 
3.9. l Oracle 
Oracle is referred to as a relational database 111:111agcment ~y~t cm (RD13MS). Mo!\t 
references to a "database" 1efcr not only IO the phy:-ical data but :-ibo to the 
combination of physical, memory, and p1occss ohjcrts. (0 1adc DllA handbook) 
Oracle is a multi -user d:tl:lhase. It prnvides unp1cccdentcd ea!\C·O f·u ~er and is pre-
tuncd and pre-configured for today's dynamic workgroup and line-of-bus 
environment. An Oracle database stores its data in files. Internally, there are database 
Mructures that provide a logical mapping of data to files, allowing different types of 
data to be ~ t ore separa tely. Oracle includes a fully integrated set of easy-to-use 
nlitnagcmcnt tools, full distri bu tion, replication and web features. Oracle also 
provide\ the highc\t level\ of ava ilabili ty through fast failover, ca"iicr management , 
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and zero data loss disaster protection, with Data Guard, the only complete data 
protection solution ava ilable on the market. 
Oracle can runs on UN IX, Linux and Windows platfo rm. However, it is expensive 
and separate licenses are required for each of its database engine. 
3.9.2 MySQL 
The MySQL database server is the world 's most popular open source database. Its 
architecture makes it ex tremely fast and easy to customize. Extensive reuse of code 
within the software and a minimalistic approach to producing functionally-rich 
features has rcsullcd in a database management system unmatched in speed, 
compactness, stability and case of deployment. The unique separation of the core 
server from the storage engine makes it possible to run with strict transaction control 
or with ultra-fast transactionlcss disk access, whichever i ~ mo~ t approp1 iatc fo r the 
situation. 
MySQL is free licensing. The MySQL Database Softwmc is a clic 11t/~c 1 ver system 
that consists of a multi -th1eackd SOL se1ve1 that suppo1t~ diffc1c11t bad end, seve1al 
different client programs and libraries, administrative tcwls, and n wide rnngc of 
programming interfaces (APls). 
MySQL is n ~mn ll, compnct, ensy to use datnbnse server, ideal for small and medium s ized 
applicntions. It is client/ . erve r implementation that consists of a server and many different 
client progr::i ms. 
Fcnturc5 in MySQL: 
• ANSI SQL ~yntax c, upport 
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The MySQL database server supports a broad subset of the ANSI SQL 99 syntax, 
along with extra extensions such as the REPLACE statement and the LIMIT clause 
for SELECT and DELETE. Alternative syntaxes from other database systems are 
also supported, to make porting applicat ions easier. 
• Cross-platfo rm support 
1t is available on a variety of UNIX platforms, Linux, Windows NT, Windows 
95/98 and Windows 2000. We can connect to a MySQL database server from all of 
the major platforms, using nearl y any programming language, with the standard 
threadsafe cl ient library. 
• Independent stornge engines 
MySQL database server's unique independent storage engines let user to choose the 
type of database storage that is most appropriate for your particular needs. 
• Flexible security system, including S L support 
The MySQL database server has an advanced pc11nission' and security system, 
including support for SSL tr:111spo1t-laycr cnc1yption. As of version 4.0, the secu1ity 
system also nllows user to limit server resources 0 11 a pct 11:-t:1 ha,is. 
• Query caching 
Version 4.0 of the server includes a new q11c1 ' rnchc, whirh can significantly 
increase the pcrfonnancc of commonly- issued que1ics, without requiring any special 
programming. Pcrfom1ancc c~1n be increased by over 200% in typical u age. 
• Full -text indexing nnd searching 
Full -text indexes allow u er to search fields containing arbitrary text for specific 
Words and phrnsec;, including relevance rankings. With version 4.0, fu lltext search is 
ava il .1hle to include exact phrase matching and Boolean search operators, which 
allow, f<>t even more f111c grni ncd control over the search 1csults. 
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• Embedded database library 
Using the embedded database library (libmysqld), user can include the full power of 
the MySQL database server into applications and electronics devices, without end-
user having any awareness of the underlying database. The embedded MySQL 
database is ideal for use behind the scenes in Internet appliances, public kiosks, turn-
key hardware/software combination units, high pcrfom1ance Internet servers, self-
contained databases distributed on CD-ROM. 
3.9.3 Micro oft SQL Server 7.0 
SQL Server 7.0 provides a set of tools to create data warehouses. Data warehousing 
can be viewed in the context of a framework of components and capabilities that arc 
all needed to implement a system. The software components contribute to the process 
of building, using, and managing the data warehouse sy!itcm. 
Microsoft is developing a framework to make the deployment of data warehouse 
systems less complex and more efficient. F1 om 11 softwa1 e fo11ndatinn pct!\pcctivc, 
these systems wi ll 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Build or populate data warehouse databases nn SOI Sc1vc1 
Provide efficient access to many kinds of data via OLE DB APls 
Share metndata among the system components 
Manage the system with tools such as the Microsoft Management Console 
(MMC) 
Important areas of leadership and innovation in Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 include: 
71 
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• Fi rst database to scale from the laptop to the enterprise using the same code 
base, offering 100 percent code compatibility. 
• First databa c to support auto-configura tion and self-tuning. 
• First database with an integrated online analytical processing (OLAP) server. 
• First database with integrated Data Transformation Services. 
• The Data Warehousing Framework is the first comprehensive approach to 
solving the metadata problem. 
• First database to provide multi server management for large numbers of 
servers. 
• Wide array of replica tion options of any database. 
• Tight integration with Windows NT Server, Microsoft® Office and the 
Microsoft® BackOffice® famil y. 
• Universal Data Access, Microsoft 's strategy for c11abli11g high-pc1 formancc 
access to a variety of i11form:llio11 sources. 
Summary 
In this chapter, some mock I of system development is 1eview. Atte1 cnmp:11 in~ the 
advantages :rnd disadvantages of some models. hyh1 itl development approach is 
chosen to u, e in this project due to this project ju. t a small-scale project. Thus, 
hybrid development approach is easier and suitable applied in this project. Before 
starting developing a system, some information needs to be collected. Therefore 
which used here are research/review, Internet surfing, interview, discussion, 
a11aly1ing 0 11 pass year thesis and review on existing system .. With these techniques 
i11fomrn1ion i;, co llected smoothly 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 In troduction 
System analysis is the most critical part in the system development life cycle. Its 
process includes defining problems, gathering infom1ation, developing alternative 
solutions and choosing the best solution to develop a system. A system is a 
collection of objects and activities plus a description of the relationship that ties the 
objects and activities together. (Pneeger, 2001). 
4.2 Requirement Analysis 
A requirement definition is a statement , in natural language and diagrams, of what 
services the system is expected to provide anci the constraints under which it has to 
operate. It is generated using customer-suppl ied infomrntion. 
System rcq11i rement sho11 ld point out what the :-;y:-; tcm sho11ld do rather thnn how the 
system builds. After the analysis of the c.:u1rent sy~tc111 , system 1cquirc111cnt of thee-
Stationery Reporting ystcm arc defined. Basically the 1cqui1c111cnt can he divided 
into 2 main c.-uegorics: 
• Functional requirement 
• Non-functional requirement 
4.3 Functional Requirement 
h1nctio11al requirement describes a system service or fu nction and the interaction 
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between the system and its environment. (Pfleeger, 2000) In addition, functional 
requirement describes how the system should behave under certain given stimuli. 
The functional requirements for the system are divided into a several modules: 
4.3.l User section: 
• Registration module 
The module implements a password protected web site for authorize access for 
valid user. The user must register before they start to use the system. The system 
w ill valitlat · ui, ·r ' s 1 :v ... , wn1d hd nn: th ·y lo • i11 tn t ill' ~ ,.., t1•11i. 
" Question designing module 
'rhc module allows th · use r 10 clo specific function !-.Uch ,,..,; 
1. Crcalc a new qucslion and add it to databa~c 
11 . EJi1i11g the c~ is1i11g q11c'itio11s 
111. Drktl' qm·stions for own cksign smvey only . 
1v. Send invil:Hion mail to the t:1t gt' tcd rCl\IHl11dcnh Ill invik them to jni11 
the survey. 
v. Di~trihutc email to the n.:~pnncknts n11d att.1rh tht.• hypcrlink tn the 
cnuil to direct the rcsponcknts to the survey. 
• Dnw management module 
1. Besides that, the user also can create own respondent list to facilitate 
sending survey . They can add, edit or delete the respondent m 
tl11Wlhl\C 
u Repor t gcncrJtor module 
i. ( (t ll pcncratc a11aly~h report by using the ex isting data. 
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.i.3.2 Respondent section 
o Survey answering module 
They can direct to the survey by clicking on the hyperlink in the email. The survey is 
user friendly. They can submit the survey form easily by just one mouse click. 
4.3.3 Administration section 
The module allows the administrator to manage the user, respondent and survey. The 
system can add, edit user details or delete user from the system. The same functions 
arc required for managing the respondent and survey. 
4.4 Non-functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirement will define the constraints imposed upon the Online 
Survey System. It will place 1eMrictions on the f1 ec clo111 of design. Besides, it abo 
lists the product and standard process, which must he followed. Nern functional 
requirement have to be define, as it will dearly al feet the opc1:11inns of the system. 
4A. l scr friendly 
• An appropriate u. er interface and adequate documentation will enable 
us:ibility of the system. The system provides usability by designing user-
fricndly interface, an easy to use and easy to understand user manual for 
<.:ustomcrs. 
• Appropr1.1tc error message should be displayed l o avoid the user or 
1es1xrnclc111s lcfl out the quest ions 
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• The system minimizes text-based commands to perform various tasks but 
instead maximizes the use of hypertext linkage to launch commands. 
Some messages arc displayed as guidance during the operation of the 
system. Furthem1ore, it provides a better visualization to users and 
reduces the risk of making mistakes when using the system. 
• The system should provide a step to step guideline such as wizard to 
enable the user use the system easily. No specific training is required for 
the new user. 
• The survey shall be allowed to be conducted through both web browser 
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. 
• The response time and the download time must be low. 
4.4.2 Reliability 
Reliability extends to which a system can be expected to perform its intended 
function with required precision and accuracy. Thus, the !\Y!\tem should l>c reliable in 
performing its functions and operations correctly. A 1cliablc ~ystcm suppo~es not to 
produce dangerous or costly fai lures when it is in use. It mean'\ that the rate ol laih11 c 
occurrence must be low. 
4.4.3 ccurity 
The system . hall he secure from unauthori1cd nc.:ccss. All the data in the database 
shall be kept away from unauthorized users. Registered users are required to key in 
their password in order to access the survey data. This can protect the survey data. 
4AA Maintainability 
This 11pplica11on is designed so that the effort required to maintain, locate and fix an 
error in the program is ac; minimum as possible. Adequate comment is required to 
c11s111c tli:t t the applica tion is easy to maintain . The system must be ea'y to upgiadcd 
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and modified to accommodate future enhancement in order to fulfi ll user 
requirements or their needs. 
~.4.5 Robustnc s 
Robustness refers to the ability of the system to continue in operation despite facing 
unexpected problems. Online survey system is able to process unanticipated errors 
by hav ing val idation for the input field on the client side before it is sent to the server 
and saved in database. For example, a user or respondent may accidentally key in 
alphabets instead of numeric for date. Thus, the system tan validate this input before 
sending to the server. When error is detected, the system will prompt an error 
message to the user. 
4.4.6 Performances 
The system must have ability to generate an accurate analysis report from the survey 
data. The system must able to handle the respondents as many as possible at the same 
time. II is also a critical to make the respond time for the system as fast as possible. 
The display time for the survey questions must less than 2 seconds. If the download 
time is too slow, the respondents wi ll 110 1 he i11l t' tl'Sted in doing the :-.t11 vey for m 
anymore. 
4.4.7 On time 
The system should be dc\lcloped according to the schedule so that the final product 
can be de livered before the deadl ine. All the requirements and system analysis 
should be completed in time. 
4.S Sclcctccl Development Tools 
~ .5. l Opcrnting Sy5tcm 
/\\ti IC\lill of the llllHlysr\ or the c,cvcral platforms, Window'-. XP is selected as the 
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operating system of choice due to several distinct advantages compared to other OS. 
Before that, comparison between Windows 2000 and Window XP had been made. 
Table 4.5.1 Comparison between \Vindows 2000 and \Vindow XP 
Feature Windows 2000 WindowsXP 
Capable of sharing No, only one shared Yes, install side-by-side. 
multiple versions version, or each Can share globally. 
application has a private 
version 
Using registry fo r COM Yes, component can be No. The assembly is 
activa tion data impacted by updates described by a man if est, 
allowing for isolation of 
components 
Shared component can Not easily, if installed per Yes 
be serviced globally application 
Fully isolated, self No Yes 
contained 
The fo llowing arc the advantages of Windows XP: 
I. Snvcs Times 
It is least 10 times mote reliable than Windows 98 SE. 
2. High pcr formnncc 
Window XP wi ll not only launch applications l a~tc1, 111 mu:-.t c.1scs. u~c1 
entire system will start up much more quickly. 
3. Rclinblc 
XP is more reliable compared to other OS. It also helps the user to recover 
from system problems more easily. 
4. Ea c to use 
hom it c; fresh, new look to its intuit ive, task-based design, XP makes it 
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easier than ever to use their compute. User will be able to get more done in 
less time, find items in a snap and arrange files and folders in away that make 
sense to them. 
5. New task-based visual design 
The user can get to know their most commonly used tasks quickl y. 
6. System restores 
The user can revert to the system back to the previous state if they 
encountered any problems with their computer. 
7. Advanced performance 
XP manages system resources efficiently, meeting the performance standards 
set by Windows 2000 and exceeding those set by Windows 98 Second 
Edition. 
8. Encrypt ing file system. 
Provide a high level of protection from hackers and datu theft l>y 
transparently encrypting files with a randomly genc111ted key. 
9. Secures data nnd personal info. 
Protect sensitive and confidential data l>oth 011 thei1 computer and while u~c r 
arc transmitting over a 11etw<11 k or the lntc111ct. With the Mtpptu t fut the late~t 
security. tanclards and enh:1nccd vims protection, XP abo protects from some 
of the more common type of Internet attacks 
4.5.2 \ \lcb application Language 
In MI.. remains the default selection for developing web pages. Some web pages 
achieve i1 1., dc1.,ircd objectives of infonnation dissemination although it may be static. 
·r he follow111g arc the ;HJvantagcs of J ITML: 
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• Provides a standardized way to create pages of formatted information that can 
be delivered to an ever-increasing global audience by means of the Internet. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Support a logical information structu re 
Single file system (fi le only) 
Display and prints as appropriate for device . 
Needs only simple tools for generations . 
4.5.3 Scripting Language 
VB.NET was selected as the scri pting language of the choice due to several 
advantages compared to other scripting language. 1 had compared between VB.NET 
and Cll before making a decision. 
Table 4.5.3 Advnntngcs of VB.NET and C# 
VB.NET # 
Seamless deployment Object-based type ~y1' tem 
More robust code Access the Microsoft .Net framework -
-
-Powerfu l window-bused applic:11ion omponc11t <H ie111ed <lcvclnpmcnt 
Powerfu l, flexible data access Sta11Clnrds-hased language 
Simple component creation lntc1active XML wch ~c1 v i l·c~ 
Enhanced component c1cation Target any device 
-
Complete, direct acce. s to the platfom1 Productivity and safety 
Provide unprecedented Power, expressiveness and flexibility 
Flexibili ty in building customized Extensive interoperabili ty 
u~c r contro l 
The followi 11i• arc the rca'ion of choosing Visual Basic.NET: 
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o Seamless Deployment 
VB.NET solves the most pressing issue around windows-based application 
deployment. New XCopy deployment enables developers to install a windows based 
application simply by coping files to a di rectory. With Visual Basic.NET and new 
auto - download deployment, windows - based application can be installed and 
executed simply by pointing a web browser to a URL. 
o Powerful , flexible data access 
It provides developers with both ActivcX data Objects (ADO) data access 
programming model plus the XML-based Microsoft ADO.NET .The developers can 
gain acce~s to more powerfu l components such as the OatnSet control with 
ADO.NET. 
4.5.4 Database Management 
Microsoft SQL server 7.0 is chosen lJccause of the scalable, high-pcrft)1111uru:e 
database management system designed spcc: in lly for dii-1iih111ccl cl ic 11t/~c 1vc 1 
computing. Micro. of! SOI server prnvidcs tight integration with WintlO\ !'\ and 
Windows-based applications. 
Advnntnges: 
l. First databnsc to scnlc from the laptop to the enterprise using the same code 
base, offering 100 percent code compatibility. 
2. Univer al Data Access. IT is Microsoft's strategy for enabling high-
pcrformance access to a variety of infom1ation sources. 
3. Support auto-configuration and self-tuning. It also au tomatically maintains 
~ 1atl\l1t ~ on data d"trihut ion to improve query perfor mance. 
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4. Wide array of replication options of any database. It improved administration 
with the addition of a new interface, more wizards, integrated monitoring and 
replicat ion agents. 
5. Provide multi-server management for large numbers of servers. 
6. Integrated online analytical processing (OLAP) server. OLAP services 
organizes data into cubes with precalculated aggregate informat ion to provide 
rapid answers to complex analytical queries 
7. Integrated with Data Transformation Services. 
8. Able to break single queries into multiple steps that can be executed in 
parallel on multiple ava ilable servers, del ive ring the optimum response time. 
9. New storage format. The new page and row formats support row-level 
locking, arc extensible for future requirements, and improve perfonnancc 
when large blocks of data arc accessed, because each 1/0 operation retrieves 
more data 
10. Dynamic space management. Database files ca 11 cl 111nmically g10w f1 om the 
originally specified sill.!. 
4.5.5 l)c\'dopnu.'nt Access Technology 
The ActivcX Data Object (ADO) i selected as the database connectivity for the 
system. ADO provides developers with a quick, yet powerful. method of accessing a 
data source. TI1c outstanding functions in ADO include: 
• A\ynchronous operation~ and noti fi cations 
• J lic1art h1c..a l record sets for dalll shaping 
... l 
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• Provide fas test, easiest and most productive of accessing all kinds of data 
source including relational and non- relational database, email and file system, 
text and graphics. 
• It provides user-friendly application interface and most powerful data access 
paradigm, OLE OB. OLE OB provides native data access to the Advantage 
Database Server and Advantage Local Server directly via ADO, or via 
ADO.NET. 
• Implemented with small footprint thus minimal network traffic in key internet 
scenarios. 
• Easy to use by using the OLE automation imerfacc, ava ilable for any tool any 
language in the market. 
4.5.6 \Veb development ervcr 
The Microsoft Internet information Server (llS) 5.0 is u ~cd a~ the system 
development server. llS is 10 help prevent against attack~ directed 111 the Web ~crvcr 
itself. llS is powerfu l, much easier 10 set up and maintain than many of UN IX ba~cd 
competitors. 
TI1c fo llowing arc the advantages f01 llS: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Easy 10 install 
Any kind of browser can wm~ with it. 
Allow for hosting of multiple sites . 
lntcgrntion with existing industry - standard database and other ODBC 
complianl. 
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4.5.7 Software Architecture 
A 3-tier client -server architecture is chosen for implementing this system. This is 
because urvey system is a cl ient -server environment and not a dumb terminal like 1-
tier architecture. 
Some of the advantages of 3-tier architecture are as below: 
1. Object reuse: 
It is a collection of cl ient and server modules that communicate through 
standardized, abstract interfaces, and when combined they behave like an 
integrated application system. Each module is actually a shareable, reusable 
object that can be included in other application systems. 
2. Easier· sys tem maintenance: 
Since application functions arc isolated within small granular application object~, 
application logic c rn be modified much more ca'\ily than cvc1 before. 
3. More effective use of dutn mul nctwork.s: 
The application logic is no longer tied di1 cctl 1 tu the d.1taha:-.c Mructurc-, or a 
p:u ticular DOM . Individual applic:1tion object ~ work with their own 
enc;ipsul:Hcd data . tmcturcs, which mny correspond, to a database structure, 
or might be a d;ita structure derived from a number of different data sources. 
When application objects communicate , they only need to send the data 
parl11rn:tcrs as specified in the abstract interface rather than entire database 
1ccord\, thereby reducing network traffic. The dala access objects arc the only 
application compone nt\ which interface directly with the dataha\c'>. /\ 
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database could be completely migrated from one DBMS to another without 
adversely affecting the entire application: Only the data access logic would 
need to be modified. 
4. Higher developer producti,Jity through specialization: 
In a three-tier system, programmers who have excellent user interface skills 
can concentrate on developing po,verful pre entation components, and they 
do not need to know about the inner workings of the applications business 
logic or how the data is accessed from a database. Meanwhile database 
analy. ts who know the best ways to access data from a da tabase do not need 
to be concerned with how the data is presented to an end user. Business 
analysts can concentrate on developing businc~s algorithms. 
5. The abi lity to separate logical components of an application ensures that 
applications arc easy 10 manage. 
6. Bccm1se communication can be controlled between each logical tier of an 
appl ic<Hion, changes in one tier. for c~amplc, the dataha~e accc~~ tier. do not 
have 10 affect the client component 1ic1, which would have to be 1cdi:-.1 rihutcd 
if any changes arc made to it. 
4.5.8 " 'cb llrO \\ SCr 
Two browser:-. arc recommended: MS Internet Explorer 4.0 or above and Netscape 
Naviglltor 4.0 or above. This is due to the fact that these two browsers are the most 
widely u\cd and the most popu lar amongst the Internet community today. Besides, 
thc~c vc1sie>n\ incluclc the features of cascading style sheets. Thus, it makes visual 
cf fcc.·1s a plcil\i111t treat for CU\lomcrc,. 
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4.6 Development Requirement 
.t.6.1 Hardware Requirement 
Computer processor : Pentium II 266 MHz or higher 
Hard Disk Space 
Memory 
Accessories 
2 GB or higher 
128 MB RAM or higher 
other standard computer peripherals that includes mouse, 
keyboard and monitor. 
Drives CD-ROM Drive 
4.6.2 Soft ware requirement 
Operating System 
Database Server 
Web Server 
Web Technology 
Windows XP 
Microsoft 2000 Server 7 .0 
Internet lnfom1ation Server 5.0 
Active Server Pages (ASP.NET) 
Web Application Language : 1 ITML 
: VU.NET Scripting Language 
Web Orowser MS J 11tc111ct Explo1 c1 t1.(} or ahoVl' 
Netscape Naviga tor 4.0 or ahove 
4.6.3 l\linimum llnnlwan• lkquin.:ml'nt fo1· l' lil'n t 
• Reasonable amount of RA~l- to support graphic 
• Network connection through existing network configuration or modern 
4.6..t Minimum oftware Requirement for client 
MS Internet Explorer 4.0 or Netscape Navigator 4.0 or above 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introd uction 
Design is a meaningful engineering representation of something that is to be built. It 
can be traced to a customer's requirements and at the same time assessed for a 
quality against a set of predefined criteria for "good" design. In the software 
engineering context, design focuses on four data, architecture, interfaces and 
components. (Pressman, Roger S, 2001 ). It is important to have a blueprint for the 
system that is going to be built. At each stage, software design work products arc 
rev iewed for clarity, correctness, completeness and consistency with the 
requirements and with one and another in detcm1ining the success of a software 
project. 
In this system design phase, I wi ll cover the fo llowi11g issues: 
0 System Architecture Design 
0 System Functionally Design 
5.2 Sys tem Architectu re Design 
"Database Design 
oUscr 111tcrfacc Design 
The architectural tksign process is concerned with establishing a basic structu re 
frnmcwork for the online survey system. It involves identifying the major 
components of the OSS and the communications between these components. The 
system arch itecture is chosen based on the scope and complexity of this project. It 
also ckpcndc; on the non-funct ional system requirements such as performance, 
\l'l'.u rity, niaintuirrnbi lity, and others.3-tier allows any part of the system to be 
n10dtf 1cd without chanrc to 01hcr two part of the system. 
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The cl ient - server architecture which shows how data and processing are distributed 
across a range of processor has th ree major components: 
Presentation 
Internet Explorer/ 
Netsc~ 
Navigator 
HTTP 
ApplicalJcri 
Server 
llS 
HT1P 
Datcbase 
Server 
Microsoft SQL 
server 2000 
Figure 5.2: Three-tier client ser ver architecture 
The first tier is a client where all the application needed is organized. The browser 
like Internet Explore and Netscape Navigator will be the application in ttis client tier. 
The client is simply for running the presentation software. The browser in this 
system is used to display the user inter face (weh page) to the user. 
The middle tier in OSS is application scrvc1. Inter net lnfo111111tion Server (llS) in this 
system is rcspon iblc for data management. 11 ~ p1 1.H.:c:-.s the reque:-.t from client and 
return the required result in the web page fo rmat. It wi ll also interact will dntnbnsc 
server. 
The Microsoft SOL . crver 2000 is acts as database server in OSS. It is responsible to 
maintain the dntn repository. The use of the three-tier architecture in this system 
allows the information transfer between the web server and database server to be 
optimi1cd. ·n 1c query is u<>cd to handle information retrieval from the database and 
the rc, ult \ will then be pa\\cd back to the applica tion server. 
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5.3 System Functionality Design 
System functionality designs are based on the system functional requirements listed 
in chapter 3. It translates the system requirements into system functionality. 
In functional design, large sySlems are decomposed into simpler modules that 
provide some related set of services. The reason why modularity is desirable is 
because a modular system is easy to understand code, debug and maintain. 
Structured chart is used to present the system functionality graphically. 
In this project, design is focused on the system-structured design. It stresses on 
modularit y, top-down design and structured programming. For functionality design, 
the emphasis is on modularity, loo ely coupled and highly cohesive. 
5.3.1 tructurcd hart 
Structured chart is based on the functionality modules. It is issued to dcpi c:t high-
levcl abstraction on a specified systc111. /\pall ft o111 thi~ . ~ tn1 ctu 1 c d1111t alsu 
describes t!1c interaction between 111tHluks in a systc111. 
In general , OSS consists of th1cc major palls which arc \IM' I !\t'ction, rc~pondent 
section and odministr:uor section. 
The OSS is decompo. cd to the following modules: 
1. U. er Section 
• Registration module 
• Quc~ tion designing module 
• ~urvcy di\tri bu tion module 
• IJt1lll 11H111a!•cmcn1 module 
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2. Respondent Section 
• Survey answering module 
3. Administration section 
• Data management module 
1. Manage user 
11. Manage respondent 
111. Manage questionnaire 
Each module is further divided into sub-modules. It is very effective in presenting 
the system structure by using graphical representation rather than process or 
narrative. 
rc;::..::;i l .,_.'-""' J 
FigureS.3.1: Structured chart of Online Survey System 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
To understand the system better. a view of flows of da ta I information is important. 
Flow of data tells us how the system should be designed to fulfill the requirements. 
From here, it is able to understand that which process comes first and where the data 
should be stored. Once we have a very clear picture on the process, then we can 
design a good system. 
A data flow diagram (DFD) is a tool that depicts the flow of data through a system 
and the work or progressing performed by that system. (Whitten, Jeffrey L, 2001) 
The DFD contains four objects which are dataflow, process, data store, and external 
entity. The dataflow represents packet of data moving to and from processes in the 
diagram. Data store represents the location where the data is stored, and external 
entities arc used to show the source or destination of data when it is outside the area 
of analysis. 
Advantages of DFD: 
1. Easy to understand . incc only -t symbols arc used. They :11e wunded rectangles 
(processes), quares (external agents), open ended hu>.c!- (data !-tlHC) and 
nrrows (dalil flows) 
2. Provide better understanding about relationship between system and sub 
system. 
3. 1 lclp to identify the required data or processes of proposed system making sure 
that they have been defined. 
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Figure 5.3.2(n): Darn Flow Diagram for User Module 
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lnvotahon 
Mai 
Hyperhnk 8 I 
I 
to survey 
Completed surv 
-----1•~ .... _R_es_pond--e-111__,1-----•~ F~l up survey for i---_._t,....or-m-- '---102 Survey 
Figure 5.3.2(b) : Data Flow Diagram for Respondent Module 
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Figure 5.3.2(c): Data I• low Diagram for Administrator Module 
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5.3.2.1 Context Diagram 
r Rellistrntion reauest submit survey form 
User ID & oac;sword 
Questions & answers RESPONDENT 
USER Personal Information 
Respondent details J \ /\ /I\ 
\. 
/\ I \ I I\ I\ 
"' 
/\ J\11\ I \I 
/' 
' 0 
Invitation email 
New account ONLINE Thank You message 
Respondent I 1sts SURVEY 
SYSTEM Link to survey 
Analysis report 
User infom1ation 
Survey info 
Respondent info 
' J ' I\ I\ 
New user 
' I 
" 
I I 
ADMINISTRATOR 
New Rcsno11ck111 
-
Figure 5.3.2.1: on text Diagram for Onlinl' Sun'l')' Sysll'm. 
5.3.3 tructurcd Programming 
Structu red progr.unming hows the flow of the process in the system. It is a 
technique to produce accurate output. Furlhermore, it makes reading, understanding 
ancl updating of the program easier for other developers. 
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Structured program is a program that contains one beginning and one ending, where 
every step in running the program will involve three const ruction programming: 
• Sequence 
• Decision 
• Repetition 
The structured flows of the system are shown below. 
5.3.3.1 Registration 
Registration starts with the logging in of the user. If login is unsuccessful because 
the password is forgotten, the system will help in recall ing the password, and the 
user wi ll has to return to the login process and login successfull y if the password is 
correct. Otherwise, an error message wi ll be displayed to the user and he will not be 
able to login. 
If login is successfu l, user ID is verified. The user can access the !\Y!\tcm and all the 
survey that he hnd created previously. 
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• 
log in 
Yes 
Verify Access 
ID 
Access system 
0 
No 
No 
Displayed error 
lllCS'iOCC 
FiAurc 5.3.3. l : S1rnc1urc now of rcJ.!i.,trnlion procc~s . 
5.4 Datnbnsc Design 
System help 
recalling the 
password 
Data storage is n critical component of the most infom1ation sy. tems. The goals of 
database design arc as fo llows (\Vhit1cn, Jeffrey L, 2001 ): 
• A database should provide for the efficient storage, update and retrieval of 
data. 
• A d.11abasc should be reliable- the stored data should have high integrity to 
promote u1,cr trust in that data . 
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• A database should be adaptable and scalable to new and unforeseen 
requirements and 
application 
Errol 1Y. 
oc:count t----< 
ly. 
>-----1 Respondent 1--------< 
1y • 
~-~Admlnls trotor grnph 
19. 
oss 
Figtu-c SA: Entity relation 'hip dingnun of Online Survey System 
S.S . er Interface Design 
Good user interface design is critical to the success of the OSS system. An interface 
that is difficult to use wi ll , at best, result in a high level of user errors .At worst, 
u'e ' ' wi ll \imply refuse to use the software system irrespective of its functionality. If 
111fo1mat1011 '' p1csented 111 a confusing or misleading way, users mtty mi \undcrstand 
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the meaning of information. They may initiate a sequence of actions that corrupt data 
or even cause catastrophic system failure. (Sommerville, 2001) 
The user interface must achieve the fo llowing objectives: 
• Efficiency is hoped to be achieved that is by allowing easy and fast data entry 
and retrieval, simple and consistent interface. 
• Effectiveness means how well the interface is able to interact with the user. 
This is measured by how well users can accept and adapt to the interface to 
perfom1 tasks. 
• Productivity is attained by designing the user inlerface based on 
ergonomically proven methods. 
\Ill I 
l•NN•~ 
l ',., II> 
I ., .. J , ,lJ""" 
Fi~urc 5.S(n) ing text box for cont roll ing input (add new user to the OSS system) 
l·igure 5.5(a) shows a form thal is used when 1he new users are sign up to use the 
Online Survey Sy\lcm. Only tcxtbox is used in !his form for capturing data. Texl box 
1\ ve ry useful 111 cnlcn ng alphanumeric dala, as we ll a~ for tho'c clata which value\ 
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are unlimited. This is to validate the user's details which will be added to OSS 
database. The users are required to enter some data like name, email address where 
the resul t entries of fom1 will be sent to OSS system and a username and password is 
needed for future access to their account. 
P C Mc 
MY !Jurvey MY Personal Mr Report Logout 
Figure 5.S(b}: T he Main l\tcnu when the user login successfully 
In this project, . c cral types of output design arc created to provide the users with 
better and clear in fom1ation. The types of output include external output, internal 
report, detai led output and graphic output and charts. Figure 5.5(b) the main menu 
fo r the OSS nf1er the user login successfu lly. The system will give the guidelines to 
the 11cw U\cr IC> design their survey. 
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"111' I ::1 lJ' ~ ~· • .. t ~·· ·q 
Sttup Ouutlon Prevltw Finish 
'\:,m, Survey filename. {no spaces, alpha-numeric only) 
~" 1.i. appears at the top of every page of this survey 
AJd1110n1l 1nfofTTUt1t•n 
Text to be displayed on this survey before any fields. 
(i.e. instructions. background info. etc.) 
'bu. URL which redirected the user to the survey. 
Content of invitation Mail 
Figure 5.S(c): T he setu p method i11 d esign n su rvey form 
Figure 5.5(c) shows nn easy to use data entry i11terfacc for the use1 ~ to create their 
survey fonn. Technical knowledge is not necessary to use of OSS system. The use of 
the tool is explained (mostly in steps). The1c an; 110 limi1atio11s fnr the qucstio11s that 
need to be added in the su1 vcy. With just a few mouse clicks, a web-based fmm 
designed according to the user's specification could he c1e11tcd. The u~cr is 
compulsory to fill i11 field with the symbol of(•) before proceed to another step. All 
of the participants will rccci c a personal e-mail invitation to participate in the 
survey. TI1crc is a hypcrlink (URL), which directs the respondents to open the survey. 
Any location accessible by the respondent's web browser can now be linked into the 
~u rvcy. After filling out the survey the participant will send it back. If a participant 
doc\ not want to fill out you r survey, he or she is even able to give the reaso11 why. 
It i' a 1~c11c 1 a l 1nfoim;11ion t1hout the 'iurvcy that going to be conducted. 
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~•rr 1 Sil I' 2 HIT I .;-1 11' ~ 
Setup Question Preview Fini sh 
0\'le7n0V T~ Open-ended 
Closod endod 
Aeling quosllon 
Figure 5.S(d): Set questions in design n survey form 
Figure 5.S(d) show 1he steps for the users to sci the qucs1io11s. Thc1c arc scvcrnl 1ypcs 
of questions such as Single, clcc1ion (choose one), Multiple selection (choose many), 
choose many and specify, rnnk (sort clements in order of importance), rating, check 
if yes or no, multiple question tnblcs (in table format), fill in the blank and open-
ended question (write an cxplanntion or opinion. Next the user may adds other items 
to the form I ike textboxes, checkboxes, list boxes, radio-buttons, comments and 
images for the field of answer. Afler that, the user needs to click on the button to add 
the question into the survey. The process of adding questions will be continuing unti l 
lhc uo.,c r clickc, on the bu11on to continue 10 the next steps. The question library ic; 
11 \cd 10 save the quec,t1onc, to library for re-uc;e. Among them arc cxamplco., that deal 
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wirh rhe banking, manufacruring, cusromer service, HR and cusromer sarisfacrion. 
Through the Question Libraries, the user can retains the value of the work of creating 
survey questions and speed up survey creation. They can either set their own 
quesrions or reuse rhe quest ions from the library. 
:;111·1 ~II.I' I SI I I'~ 
Setup Ouullon Preview Fnsh 
This is :t preview o f how 1his survey will loo~ . In the preview 
lhe survey na,•ig11ion bunons arc inacuve. The survey will use 
the bnckground color o f lhc documcn1 in" h1ch 111s embedded. 
I i.unT• 1hcmco ( ~ 
~hlc:h It l hO backoround 01 1110 1uivty f 1,0 1, 01• 1 •• 1 
c 1 ... ) .... 
Figure 5.S(c): Prc\1icw suncy fo rm 
The user can preview the survey form before send it to the 1 c~pondcnt~. They can 
define the layout of the form. Different survey themes nrc provided in OSS. The 
attrnct ive survey fomi c.1n increase the response rate. 
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'°'"" ., n ... ,!...,, 
~11 I' I '\II I'~ ,, I.I' ; ~11 I' • 
Sel\Jp Ouullon Preview Finish 
, ha nl \OU rftC'Uf."t 
lhcL 
Figure S.S(f): Send survey form 
If there arc no changes for the survey form , the user can send it to the targeted 
respondent. After that, the user will define a 'thank you' message to the respondents. 
It will appear immediately after someone submits the form. Finally the u~e r can ~end 
the survey to the respondent. It is a user friendly respondent selection because the 
user can choose the respondents according to the g1oup of 1espondents (for cxamplc 
the marketing department , students, p11blic1 employees :ind etc). The usc1 can c1e:11c 
own respondent list or use the list f1 om 0 
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S11r\l'\ \11.th - i .. 
let you to produce erther Tables or Chans. depending on whiCh button you use 
U.oC~• 
(ll'C'fcan cboo.- to__. 1 111~-.iottp<>rt fo. one onl 
~.ons) 
.. ~ 
Gender 
Ago 
Female 
MllO 
NI respondents 
\.. • h 11 
l'o<C hon 
'""'Chan 
Ct1luiM Ch11t 
tlomt Repo rt 
Figure S.S(g): Analys is report 
The OSS wi ll generate real time :11111l ysis rc.:por 1 after 1c.:tc ivc the ~\ll V ·y fo11n 
submitted by respondents. The user can choo~e to gene1.\lc the :maly:-.il- 1cpor1 
according to gender or age. Analys is tan be pcrfmmed nn nil the rc:-.pondents, a 
group of re. pondents (for c.:xampk those who answered yes 10 question 4) or for one 
respondent. There arc scvernl types of graph in this analysis report. 
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Summary 
In this chapter, several system designs have been done. The designs include 
fu nctionali ty design, database design, input I output design and interface design. 
Functionality designs are based on the system fu nctional requirements, which are 
stated clearly in chapter 4. Structured chart and now chart are used to depict the 
functionality design. ER diagram shows the relationship between the entities and 
attributes (logical database 
Input I output design is done to ensure system can capture good input and display 
standard output. And interface design ensures that system will always maintain user-
friendliness and have an att ractive but easy to use interface. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
The purpose of system implementation is to convert planned system design and 
requirement analysis into program codes. Well-developed software will be the final 
product of system implementntion. Since this process involves realization of previous 
planning, modification is considered necessary if better solution of design is 
discovered. 
Structure and relationships of the system those are easy to describe with charts and 
tables actually always not straightforward to write as code. In nddition, many coding 
problems such as syntax error, runtime error, data connection error etc. may occur 
during the coding process. Time is exhausted denting with these prol>lcms. 
Sometimes, ii will e<rnse this process take time beyond the schedule. As the system 
evolves in the future, coding is not an e,1!'\y la~k e~pcc ia ll y in a way that is 
understandable not only to us, hut also to othc;1s who revisit ii for lc!-.ting. 
6.2 System Development 
6.2.J \Vcb Paj:!cs ocling 
Microsoft Yisu:il Studio .NET is used as the main ASP.NET coding tools. There arc 
many useful feature. which could positively improve and speed up the development. 
Web Forms arc an ASP.NET technology that can be used to create programmable 
Wch pugc.:s. Web Forms pages can be used to create programmable Web pages that 
~c r vc H\ the user interface for Web application. A Web Forms page presents 
1nfor111,1tt0n 10 the U!>C r in any browser or client device and implement~ application 
Iopa<.: 11\111g \crvc1 ..,jdc rode Wt·h l·orrm 1c 11clt· 1 1hc111sd vt·s :l' .. hltl\\'\l' t ro111 pa11hk 
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HTML and script, which allows any browser on any platform to view the pages. 
Using Web Forms, Web pages can be created by dragging and dropping controls 
onto the designer and then adding code. 
ln Web Fom1s pages, the user interface programming is divided into two distinct 
pieces: the visual component and the logic. The visual clement is referred to as the 
Web Forms page. The page consists of a file containing static HTML, or ASP.NET 
server controls, or both simultaneously. 
The Web Forms page works as a container for the static text and controls the display, 
by using the Visual Studio Web Forms Designer plus ASP.NET server controls. The 
logic for the Web Forms page consists of code that created to interact with the fonn. 
The programming logic resides in a s:paratc file from the user inter face lilc. This 
file is referred to as the "code-behind" fi le and has a11 ".al\px.vb" or ".a~px .c.-;" 
extension. The logic written in the code-behind file can he w1 itten in Vi!\ual Basic 
(VB) or Visun l C#. For the development of PSCG, 1 used VB as the lo~ic written i11 
the code-behind file, :rnd 311 the files have ".aspx. h'' extension. 
The code-behind class files for all Web F01 111s pages in a project ate compiled into 
the project dynamic-link library (.dll) file. The. asp.x page fi le is also compiled, but 
somewhat difforcntly. The first time a user browses to the .aspx page, ASP.NET 
nutomatically gencrnte a .NET class file that represents the page, and compiles it to 
a second .dll file. The generated class for the .aspx page inherits from the code-
bchin<l cla1.os that wac; compiled into the project .dll fil e. When a user requests the 
Wch pape URL, the .dll files run on the server and dynamica lly produce the I ITML 
outpu t for th .i t pa11c 
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In preventing unauthorized user, components at session-level scope are used. 
Session- level scope means that one object instance wi ll service all request from a 
single user within their ASP.NET session. In OSS program codes, user ID and 
password objects are defined as session-level scopes' objects. 
6.2.20 a tabase Connection 
The database used in PSCG is created using Microsoft SQL 2000, which is named 
MRMS. There arc 29 tables and 4 views in this database. There are few steps to 
connect to database and retrieve data to ASP.NET page. Firstly, Domain Server 
Name (DSN) is used lo connect lo data source. This is done by configuring ODBC 
Data Source under Administrator Tools dialog which is found under Data Sources 
(ODBC) in control panel. Among number of types of DSN, System DSN is chosen 
because it is accessible to all users of the system. After click the 'add' button and 
select ODOC driver that used to access data stoic SOL server, a Sy~tcm OSN is 
created. The last step is to select the approp1 intc databa!'c fi le. 
l lcrc is a summation of steps required to create a databa1.,e ui-ing SOL Se1vt· r 2000 
Enterprise Manager. 
I. Open Enterprise ManaAer, e:\pand a sc1vc1 g1011p, then expand the server 111 
which to create a d:llah:isc. 
2. Right click on database then click-> New Database. 
3. Type in the database name. 
4. Inside the newly created database, right click on Users to create New Database 
U\cr. (ror thi \ project, the user login name is sa), 
5. h 1tcr .1 l.A>tin Name and User Name, and then assign the 0;11aba\c Role 
Mc111hc1\ h1p for the u1.,<.•r created. 
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6.2.3 Development Tools 
As mention in earlier sections, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET (VS .NET) is used to 
create and manage web-based application in PSCG. VS .NET is a complete set of 
development tools for building ASP Web applications, XML Web services, desktop 
appl ications, and mobile applications. Visual Basic .NET, Visual C++ .NET, and 
Visual C# .NET all use the same integrated development environment (IDE), which 
allows them to share tools and facilitates in the creation of mixed-language solutions. 
In addition, these languages leverage the functionality of the .NET Framework, 
which provides access to key technologies that simplify the development of ASP 
Web applications and XML Web services. 
Although ASPs arc simply text fil e and can be created in ANSI editor, ~uch as 
notepad, VS .NET offers better development environment which introduce~ three 
work views which arc code-view, design-view and combination of both views. 
Microsoft Visual Dasie, Microsoft C t-t, and Microsoft JS<.:ript have all been 11pclated 
to meet the latest development needs. Additionally, a new languapc, Mi<;ro,uft If, 
has been introduced. These l:rnguap.cs leverage the funrtiona lity of the .NFT 
Framework, ' hich provides access tn kc ' tcchnolugics that simplify the 
development of A P Web applications and XML Web services. 
ASP.Nl:.T builds on the programming classes of the .NET Framework, providing a 
Web application model with a set of controls and infrastructure that make it simple to 
build ASP Web applica tions. ASP.NET includes a set of controls that encapsulate 
common In MI uo.;c r intcrfocc clements, such as text hoxcs and drop-down mcnuo.; . 
'J hc ~e rn111t0I \ run on the Web ~crvcr, however, :ind push thei r 11\t' I 111trd .1n· a' 
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HTML to the browser. On the server, the controls expose an object-oriented 
programming model that brings the richness of object-oriented programming to the 
Web developer. ASP.NET also provides infrastructure services, such as session state 
management and process recycling that further reduces the amount of code a 
developer must write and increase application reliabil ity. 
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET provides project management software solution for 
high-end Web development. Its signi ficant features are: 
• Support for ASP.NET which generates HTML pages on the fly. 
• Support for database integration from desktop to high end (ODBC 
compatibility). 
• Support for YBScript and Jscript in I ITML files. 
• Visual design tools, template and wizards help to generating SOL , tatemcnt 
commands with a point-and-click inter face. 
6.3 Coding Standard 
Standardization in coding is st1 inp,cntly implcnu.: ntt·cl in OSS. This is because 
consistency of coding enables others to understand what and why these program 
codes arc wriucn. S1andarcli.uition in coding is very important to help in locating 
fau lts and making changes. In addition, it clarifies which sections of the program 
perform which specific functions. Modifications in design are easy to put into 
operation in the \tandard coding as the program is designed in structuring code 
;1<.·cording 10 \ tandards. Al \o, standardization helps us to organize our thoughtc:; and 
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For a typical ASP.NET fi le in PSCG, the following standardization codes are 
fundamental to include into the fi le. 
Imports System.Data.SqlClient 
Public Class Login 
Inherits System. Web.UI.Page 
This statement provides a 
connection of database to be 
imported into the Web Pages 
This statement provides a 
provides a collection of instances 
of the Import class representing 
documents to be imported into 
#Region " Web Form Designer Generated 1 the Wei This statement is called "Web Form 
<System.Diagnostics.DcbuggerStepThrough()> 
Private Sub InitializeComponent() 
En d Sub 
Private Sub Pago_ Init(ByVal sondor 
As System.Object, ByVal o As Systcm.EvantArgs, 
Handl es MyBaso.Init 
Designer Generated Code", which 
required by the Web Form Designer 
Ini t ializoCompo non t () ·n,i\ :.tntcmcnt dcclnrc:. the 
End Sub 
I End R.ogion connection of dat:ibase with the 
Dim conn As sqlconnoction • 
No w sqlconnoction 
(Configura tionSottings . AppSotti ng:J ("con :Jtring")) 
Private Sub Pago_ Load(ByVal sondor 
As Sys tam. Object, ByVal o As System . EvontArgs) 
Handlos MyBaso.Lo3d 
' Put usor codo t o initialize the page h ere 
End Sub 
End Cl1u:J 
Web Pngc!\ 
111is statement declares the 
function for the Web Pages 
coding 
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6.4 Documenta tion 
The purpose of program documentation is tc1 explain to a reader what the program do 
and how they do it. Program documentan ion is a set of written descript ion that 
enables others to continue with present work without losing track of what had been 
doing. It provides an easy understanding ;programming guideline for others to do 
modification or testing in the fu ture. Besides that, system can be easily setup at any 
time by referring the prepared documentation. Program documentation can be 
divided into internal documentation: a descriiptive material written directly within the 
code, and external documentat ion: all other documentation. 
6.4.l Internal Documentation 
Internal documentation actually re fers toi comments within the codes. This 
documentation is prepared especially for those who will be reading the source codes 
of Online Survey System (OSS). Thus, summary information is provided to identify 
the program and describe its data structures, algorithms and control now. 
In OSS, some important sc ' tion of /\SP.NFT sctipt tunc:tion' i' commented. Thi ' i' 
useful for separates between two different fu11ctio11s and l tK'i1 t c~ thc ll'q11i1cd l11nctio11 
rapidly according to the written commc111. Comments arc written within the 
comment tag in order that these comments will not be executed as ASP.NET script. 
111e comment tag used by VBScript is ·. 
For example: 
'······Get the User ID······ 
' ...... Clo\c the Database Co1111ection ••••• 
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6.4.2 External Documentation 
External documentation is part of the ove1rall system documentation. The entire 
system de ign and analy.is requirement has already been wrillen clearly on the 
documentation. 
The obtainable of external documentation let others who may never look at the actual 
source code refer to it. In external documentation, there is much more useful 
infom1ation that is not stated in internal docu1mentation or source codes of the system. 
Without external documentation, other will not acknowledge some research 
background and the motivation to create the system. 
Externnl documentation is also valuable fo r future reference when the system is 
going to implement on other work field . Modification will be easier since the 
primitive idea is already established for fu 1rther development. M0te to the point, 
other programmers can refer external documentation to expand the idea on doing the 
similar system. 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
I • • Testing is a cnt1cal element in uncovering logical error and to test the system 
reliabi lity. 
The primary goal of unit testing is to confinn that the unit is correctly coded and that 
it carries out the functions it is supposed to carry out. This stage of testing veri fies 
that the component functions properly with the types of input and outpu t expected 
from study ing the component 's design. After each component has been tested, the 
interaction between these components must be tested aga in to ensure that the 
components can be integrated. 
When the individual components arc working correctly and meet the objectives, 
these components arc combined into a workAng sy!'>tcm. Integra tion tc:-.ting is done on 
the groups of integrated modules to ve1 ify that the system components work together 
as described in the system and program design :-.pccification:-. . 
System testing is the final testing prm.·eduu·. A :-.y:-.tcm lc:-.t i:-. a :-.t:1i c:-. of diflc1cnt 
tests designed to full y cxcr ise the system t< u11c.:ove1 its limitations and measure its 
capabi lities. ystcm tc. ting takes place at a higher level, the testing focuses on 
behavior rather than function or functional structure. 
Online Survey Sy. tem was developed using Hybrid development approach which 
involve<, sequences of iteration of the devel1opment activities. Testing is carried out 
repeatedly during system des ign and coding process. After all unit -testing are 
completed, thc\c individual modules arc integrated and tested a ... a complete 'Y'lc111 
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to ensure those software requirements have been met. In conclusion, testing is a 
quality assurance process for OSS. 
7.2 Testing Stngcs 
There arc several testing stages that needed t:o carry out to complete a system testing 
phase, there arc listed below. 
7.2.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is the first testing procedure. Unit testing is done after the completion of 
each function according to functional requirement. The unit testing process is similar 
as to find faults in components. There were several steps being carried out for this 
application: 
• Examine all the program codes by rc:!adiug through it. Consecutively, try to 
spot algorithm, data and syntax faults .. 
• Compare the code with the specifica tions and with cle~ign to make ~u t c all 
relevant ca. es have been considered. 
• Publi. h the web pages in web hrnwsc r in 01 d c 1 to eliminate remaining ~yutax 
faults. 
• Develop test ct. cs to show the input is properly converted to the desired 
output. 
• Boundary conditions arc tested to make sure the functions run at boundaries 
established for limiting or restricting processing. 
• Test all errors handling paths. 
Unit tc\t111g fo llow exactl y these steps, and one specific un it is examined with them 
one at,, t11ne. 
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7.2.2 Integration Testing 
After sat isfied that individual components are working correctl y. These components 
will be combined into a working system. This will be the beginning of integration 
testing. The integration process is plan111ed and coordinated properly with the 
intention that the fau lts which occur du ring this stage do not rely within the unit of 
the system. This will be easier for the taslk to detect the cause of the faults. The 
emphasis of integration testing is on testing interfaces between modules. 
The top down integration approach has been adopted for this system. The top level 
controll ing component is tested by itse lf. Then, all components called by tested 
components are combined and tested as a larger unit. This approach is reapplied until 
all components arc incorporated. 
Table 7.2.2 Integra tion Testing and Evalua tion 
Aspects 
Ease of navigation 
Linkage 
Information sha1cd 
7.2.3 System Testing 
Tt:slcd 
Good 
Good 
Ciond 
Evnlualcd 
System testing is very different from unit testing and integration testing. In unit 
testing, developer has complete control over the testing process, including prepared 
test dnta , and test cases. I lowever, in system testing, the customer also test the 
system, making sure that it meets their understanding of the requirement, which may 
be different from the developers. Different from other testing objective, the purpose 
of \r.tem te\t111g is to ensure that the system docs what the customer wants it to do. 
·1 here :ire \cvc1.tl \tcps in testing a \y\lcm which are functional le!'.ling. performance 
IC\ t111g, ;1c.t<:p1.111tc lc \ t1111• illld 111" tallaltclll l t· ~, 1111p 
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a) Functional Testing 
System testing begins with function testing which is based on the functional 
requirements. A function test checks that the integrated system performs its function 
as specified in the system analysis. In OSS. function testing will be carried out on 
two main modules which are user module and administrator module. 
Table 7.2.3 Functional Testing and Evaluation 
FUNCTIONAL TESTING 
(1) User Section 
Aspects Tested E' 1aluated 
a) User Register I Login Module 
Login ,r Good 
Logout 'II Good 
Register 
"' 
Good 
h) Question De ign 
Add, delete, ed it q11estio11 and I .J l Good 
answer 
c) E mail ending 
-Send Email to respondent l "' l Gnnd 
--d) Acid Respondent 
Add, delete and edit respondent j ~ Good 
-(2) Admini trative 
-A!lpcct~ I Tested Evaluated 
:l) n cquc t For Quotation (RFQ) Features 
Add, dcktc, ed it respondent '1 Good 
-- ---
View Survey created '1 Good 
-
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7.2.4 Performance Testing 
Performance testing compares the integrated components with the non-functional 
system requirement. It addresses the non-functional requirements. The non-
functional that have been stated during system analysis and design phase will be 
tested one by one with all funct ion. Thus, for PSCG, the performance test will be 
focus on the aspect of user friendly, integrity , efficiency and flexibility. 
Table 7.2.4 Non-Functional Testing and Evaluation 
Non-Functional Aspects Tested Evaluated 
Attractiveness ..J Fair 
Page layout I design 
" 
Fair 
--Readabil ity of Text ..J Good 
I lyperlink Performance ..J Good 
Response Time 
" 
Good 
Retrieval of Data 7 Good 
7.2.4 Acceptance Testing 
This is the final singe in the testing p1occss before the system is accepted for 
operational use. It i .. uppo. cd to be tc ted with data supplied by the respondents 
(sample of data entry from respondent using different email account) rather than 
simulated test data using UM mail only. Due to this, I had failed to get the data from 
them for tec,ting purpose. So this testing test was merely test the acceptance of the 
u\er 1owards the interfaces. After this testing stage, the interfaces design was 
1mp1oved 10 fulfill the user need\. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 
8. l System Evaluation 
System evaluation is a process that occurs cominuously at all the phase of the system 
development. Evaluation phase was to detenmine the extent to the outcomes of the 
system that have been realized. The system I imitations and the future enhancements 
also were considered. Lastly, conclusions will be making for this system. 
The Online Survey System has unambig1uous and straightforward definitions. 
However the process of developing the system is as challenging and demanding as 
any other development projects. Various difficulties from minor setbacks 10 some 
considerable problems have been faced. But none of them arc intricate enough to put 
as the risk in the system development. 
8.2 Problems encountered nnd rccomnu:nckd solutions 
Throughout this project, many problems have kept unfolding one aftc1 a1101 hc1 a~ 
development work progrc!-.~cd due to m;in • rea~on~. 
8.2.1 Determining . cope of the system 
Problem: Since there i. less experience 111 developing system, it was hard to 
determine the extent to define the scope of the system at the analysis phase. It is 
i111po,~ihl c 10 build a full -c;calc system due to the time constraints. Furthermore it is 
drf f1 c11 lt to hutld a !'.ye.tern wi th unfamiliar programming language as it is very time 
t crn c,11111 i11g to learn a nt w lanpuagc. 
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Solutions: The problem can be overcome by analyzing and studying the existing 
system. Besides that, discussions were held with supervisor to clarify the scope of the 
system. 
Opinions from the end users were also considered. After the project scope has been 
defined, analysis of the system was done and the projected started to develop. 
8.2.2 Time constraint 
Problem: There was not enough time to study, learn and produce the best solution of 
design in fi rst semester. This because of inexperience and insufficient knowledge in 
design and develop the system. Further more, time is needed to learn and explore 
new technologies and language like VB.NET and SQL server. It is compulsory to 
know it before apply it in the process of developing and solving problems. 
Besides that , some of the suggested module s1uch as analysis of the survey is unable 
to complete as I faced a lot of problem whe11 doing the analysis 1cpm1. The 1csult of 
the survey is dcpcndi11g of the 1espondc11ts. I was able to gc 11c1.11c a simple g1aph hy 
using the testing data. But it becomes a problem when I try 10 comhrnc all the 
modules. 
Besides that, the design for the survey systtem is very simple as I lack of the 
knowledge in the web designing. I just use same simple flash action in my system. 
Solution: ·1 he he\I w;1y t \ to ~tu cly as many approaches used by senior with refer to 
the pr rv1011" year \ludcnt ·, documcntCJt ion. Besides that, sug.gc~ti o ns and advice from 
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the senior who had developed a system befo1re also led to a better understanding to 
the system going to developed. 
8.2.3 Problems in selecting the system development tools 
Problem: There arc a lot of good and potential development tools available for the 
use of developing the system. However, not all the tools are suitable in developing 
the OSS. Each of the tools has their own stnengths and weaknesses. The critical to 
make a right choice .The task of choosing the right development tools always remain 
as the toughest question to answer. Moreover, inexperienced towards understanding 
and knowledge of the selected development tools must also take in consideration. 
Solutions: Analysis the system requirements and fact-finding methods had been 
carried out in order to find the best comhina11io11 of the dcvclopmc111 tools. Ocsidcs 
that , lnfomrntion from internet and discussion with course mates abo cont1 ihuted in 
finn lize the devclopmcnl tools selection. 
8.3 System trcngth: 
a Dynamic Designing urvcy 
Online Survey ystcm Provide an easy way for the user to create a survey. OSS 
supports dynamic de. igning survey where the users can create their own question in 
different type such as open-ended and closed ended. 
u U!lcr Friendly 
My \)'\ tcm has u\cr-fr1cndly interface that will tell the users how 10 work with this 
\Y \ l t 111. ·1 here wil l be ~ hort guidelines for people who arc not famili ar wi th thi \ 
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system. User can handle and perform their task easily. This user friendly interface 
wi ll shorten the user learning curve. 
o Page re triction access sccurit)' inco rporated 
OSS is mainly divided into three user privilege areas, which are respondent , user and 
administrator. Thus, it is crucial for the system to have stringent page restriction 
access security. When a user is logging in, tlhe system will verify that a user has the 
proper credentials to access a web page before it is displayed on his screen. With this 
securi ty feature, user will not be able to access to other web page with different user 
privilege level. 
o Validate on input data and display •i!rror me age 
Data val idation is done prior to submission of a form. If important fields have not 
been fi lled, the user wi ll be prompted to refi ll the form. Client-side data validation 
will case the traffic in Internet since validation procedures arc done in client-side 
before any transmission of forms through the network to the server. The user will 
also be infom1cd by error mes age when the system cnco1111tcr!'I exceptions. 
8.4 System con traint 
8.4. l peed for dntn rctric,•nl limitation 
If the system is implemented on any computer model that less than Pentium Ill 
and with a little memory space, the proce:ss of retrieving the information form 
database and the display time would be become very slowly. 
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8.4.2 Browser Limita tion 
To fully utilize Online survey system, the browser used in the cl ient side (Internet 
Explorer or Net cape) must be at least version 4.0 or above). If the user's browser is 
below that version, some of the functions and commands might not be support. 
There arc some limitations for the system that will be developing: 
1. Since the survey is conducting on the network. So without the internet service, 
the system cannot be implemented. 
11. Current use of the Internet is far from universal. Internet surveys do not 
reflect the population as a whole. This is true even if a sample of Internet 
users is selected to match the general population in tem1s of age, gender and 
other demographics. 
u1. The respondents arc limit to those who have emai l account. 
iv. Survey c rnnot be conducted when l\crvcr down. 
v. The survey only can be done with the 1cooperatio11 f1 om the audiences. 
8.5 Future cnhnnccmcnt 
Within the period of the development ,. seve1al new idea" have arbcn and can 
be addressed in the futm e development and c:nhanccnu:nt. Due to the time constraint 
and other factor~. not all the idea. could be incorporated into the system, It is hoped 
that the foll owing . uggcs1ions could be consid erate in future enhancement. 
8.5.1 Multilnnguagc support 
C11rrcn1l y all the info rmation is ava ilable in English only .Future enhancement fo r 
thi ' \ )'\lc in \ lmuld im.ludc other language support. The system should enable the 
111f<u 111 .11 1<>11 to he ch, playcd 111 diffcrcnl language such as Malay and Chinc\c ·1 ""' 
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will broaden the usage of the system as the system can be used by the users from 
different countries . 
8.5.2 Interactive and context-sensitive help 
Current ly, this system does not provide any help function. In future, a help module 
should be integrated into this system and be an interactive and context-sensitive help 
so that the user seeking for help can assess the relevant information immediately. 
8.5.3 Prov ide spelling checking capa1bility 
The function of spelling checking can be added in the system. So that the user can 
check for the spell ing and grammar mistakes for the questions they had added into 
the survey form . This is to ensure the expression text in the survey form is in the 
correct spell ing. This would help to reduce the probability in errors in the survey 
fonn . 
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